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T h e  present paper explores different ways in which facial features are
conceived of as being expressive of character and personality, emotions 
and mental states. It is concerned with the face as a concrete physical 
object, not as the abstract social concept implied in expressions like 
“lose face”' or “save face”. It attempts to investigate how this physical 
object is assumed to signal something beyond the mere physiology of 
the facial features involved.

The corpus investigated is the 1 Sth-century Chinese novel The Story 
of the Stone « )) , also known as The Red Chamber Dream i  jTLmm } This is arguably the greatest novel in Chinese literary history. 
It is also a long one, its most famous English translation covering five 
volumes of more than 500 pages each. The author of the first 80 chapters 
is Cao Xueqin (?1715-?1763), while the last 40 chapters as we
now know them were almost certainly written by somebody else, maybe 
Gao E (ŪH (?1740-71815).

The paper consists of three parts. The first part is concerned with 
ethno-physiology. It tries to show how parallel lines in Chinese prose

1 The present study is based on a computerised text available at the following web 
site:

http://cls.admm.yzu.edu.tw/HLM/home.htm
This text usually follows the handwritten manuscript called the 1760 edition for
the fust SO chapters and the printed 1791 edition for the last 40 chapters, but with
many so-called corrections partly based on other early manuscripts. The computerised 
version is generally reliable, except for some mistakes due to conversion from simplified 
to traditional characters. This material has been supplemented with material from a 
computerised text located at:

ifcss.org:/china-studies/xiaoyu-collection/novel/classical 
The first 80 chapters of this text are based on the handwritten Dream Manuscript edition 

though chapters 25-30, 61-65, and 76-79 are missing (as are chapters 81-84 from 
the latter part), and the text has many misprints. In many cases, several early handwritten 
and blockprinted manuscripts have been consulted (cf. bibliography). My translations 
often borrow heavily from Hawkes and Minford’s translation The S to ry  o f  the S tone  and 
from Yang and Yang’s translation A D ream  o f  R ed  M ansions.
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reveal a specifically Chinese way of categorising the various parts of 
the face. The second part looks into questions of ethno-physiognomy. 
To what extent is a person’s facial appearance conceived of as an 
expression of his or her character? The third part discusses the ethno- 
psychology of the face. It shows the various ways in which changes of 
colour, emission of fluids, and muscular activity are conceived of as 
direct expressions of emotions or mental states. These three parts are 
followed by concluding remarks relating some of the findings to what 
we already know about Western conceptions of the face.

T h e  P h y s io l o g y  o f  t h e  C h in e s e  F a c e

The Chinese terms Hån and miån JŪ, like the English term face, 
refer to the front part of the head, with the ears (er Tf), the hair at the 
temples (bin Sf) and, less often, the hair on the head (få f t )  constituting 
a grey zone between the face and the-rest of the head.

How does culture influence one’s way of perceiving the face? This 
part of the paper attempts to give one answer. In short, it influences 
one’s categorisation of the various parts of the face. Sometimes this 
happens in surprising ways that are extremely difficult to detect.

There are many possible ways of categorising face parts. For instance, 
one might choose a system of categorisation based on vicinity. In such a 
system, eyes and brows would belong more closely together than eyes 
and mouth, brows and forehead would belong more closely together 
than brows and beard, and ears and temple hair would belong more 
closely together than ears and eyes. I am not sure whether this principle 
is adhered to in any systematic manner in any part of the world. However, 
it does seem to be at work in Chinese compounds like yånméi ISM 
‘eyes and brows; appearance’, méi’é MW( ‘brows and forehead’, and 
erbln L f f f  ‘ears and temple hair’.

The system of categorisation that I shall be concerned with here, 
however, is not based on vicinity, but on function. The system itself is 
quite simple and will hardly surprise anybody. What is surprising is the 
extreme consistency in the application of this system in certain types of 
Chinese prose.
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The system consists of a division of the face into three types of face 
parts:

< FACB PROPER

ORGANS LOCATED IN THE FACE 

HAIR LOCATED IN THE FACE

The face proper covers the skin at the front part of the head, including 
the forehead, the cheeks, and the chin. The organs located in the face 
include the eyes, the nose, the mouth, and the ears. Hair located in the 
face covers eyebrows, beard, temple hair, and (possibly) the hair on the 
head. Henceforth this categorisation will be referred to as the Tripartite 
Division o f the Face.

The following list includes facial terms found in The Story o f the 
Stone and classified according to the Tripartite Division of the Face:2

A. The face pr oper

Hån liänr HilīL miän [0, miånr miånpång MU* liånmiån Ut 
Ul ‘face’

liänpi^ßH, miånpi MĒ i ‘face skin’ 

é Hl, élu mm ‘forehead’

jiå  M  quån m , sāi M, sāibāngzi M il* ?  (some editions only), sāijia 
M M , jiāsāi M M  ‘cheek’

2 Only terms referring to physical face parts have been included. For instance, many 
terms ending in the suffix -zi T  are only used in transferred meanings and do not belong 
here, e.g. liånzi gjgpp (as in géi liånzi q iåo  få få g rF M  Ut. ‘give sb. a face to see’ ch. 31, 
and sh u å i liå n zi lit. ‘throw face’ ch. 9, 83, both meaning ‘showing sb. one’s
strong discontent’), y å n p iz i (as in yå n p tz i q iån  W k & F få  lit. ‘having shallow
eyelids’, i.e. ‘greedy’ ch. 52), k ām i  O-p (as in Häng ko u zi lit. ‘two mouths’, i.e. ‘married 
couple’ ch. 27, 29, 44, 46 etc.), zu iz i für? lit. ‘mouth’, i.e. ‘tip’ ch. 68, y å z i JSpT lit. 
‘tooth’, i.e. ‘trader in human beings’ ch. 40,46, 80. Many compounds are also always or 
mostly used in transferred meanings, e.g. chünshe HiS1 lit. ‘lips and tongue’, i.e. ‘talking’, 
ko u sh é  PUT Ut. ‘mouth and tongue’ and kouchX P ®  lit. ‘mouth and teeth', both meaning 
‘gossip’, x ü m i i  JSfi lit. ‘beard and brows’, i.e. ‘man; male person’, er m u  @ lit ‘ears
and eyes’, i.e. ‘spy’.
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rénzhong A 1!3 ‘the vertical groove on the median line of the upper lip; 
philtmm’

yé Ü  ‘dimple’

rid fo z 'F g  ‘chin; lower jaw ’

B. Organs located in the face

yån ĒH, yänr Øfj^, yånjing B§§īf, mu Ēj ‘eye5
yänzhüzi (some editions only), yänzhür , yanjīngzhūr āS

Si^ % ,] m g  Ē# ‘eyeball’
yänpi (some editions only), yanpir ‘eyelid5
yänpäo ‘upper eyelid’
yånquån lū®  (some editions only), yanqmnr gUSHE, yånfingquånr Si 

Ut Ś in i ‘eye socket, rim of the eye’ 
yanjiåo 01;% ‘corner of the eye’ 
möu P  ‘pupil’

bi JI, bizi Jl^f1 ‘nose’
biköng biziyän biziyånr # ^ 0 1  ‘nostril’
iuc/uJIM  ‘alea of the nose’

köu P ,  hour P IS , z u ī zuir ‘mouth’ 
köujiäo P  % ‘comer of the mouth’
chūrī M- (some editions also # ) ,  zuichun ī ^ p ,  zuichünr ‘lip’
she ̂ f,- sher (some editions only), shezi ‘jüf-y* (some editions only),

shétou^W l, shétour lÜptJE ‘tongue’ 
shégén 'S‘tĒ  ‘root of the tongue’

' yå 7%, yår 5 fj£ , yåchi 5 f chi Ü  ‘tooth’
yågen ‘root of a tooth’

er~£ , érduo ‘ear’ 
ergēn Jp fg  ‘root of the ear’
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C. Hair  located in  the face

méi M, méir U H  (some editions only) ‘eyebrow' 
méitou MM (some editions only), méitour M U H . méijiån jÜ^c ‘inner 

part of the eyebrow’ 
meishāo Jü $ i ‘tip of the eyebrow’ 
méixin ‘area between the eyebrows1 
m éié  M U  ‘eyebrows and the surrounding area’

hü fü  (some editions only), hüzi hüxü f f  i t ,  xū i f ,  xüzi lif-F
(some editions only), ran $$ ‘beard’

bin i f ,  binfå f f ü ,  binmåo §f% , binjiåo S f^ t ‘hair at the temples’

få  Ü , töufa W M  ‘hair on the head1
fäding H B f ‘the part of the hair that is closest to the skin of the head’

While this categorisation is plausible enough, I know of no explicit 
mention of it either in Chinese works of literature or in Chinese works 
on physiognomy. It is highly surprising, therefore, to find that the 
Tripartite Division of the Face is consistently, though always implicitly, 
present in descriptions of facial appearance and facial expressions 
throughout the novel under investigation, The Story o f the Stone.

Considering the sheer size of this novel and the fact that it was 
written by at least two different authors, this is a remarkable fact. The 
Tripartite Division of the Face underlies descriptions of facial appearance 
and facial expressions in parts of the novel written by both authors. The 
use of this categorisation, therefore, is not just the whim of one single 
author, but seems to have some greater cultural significance.

The Tripartite Division of the Face mainly shows up in passages that 
describe facial appearance or expressions of characters in the novel. 
Such passages typically take the form of parallel couplets written in 
literary or semi-literary Chinese, as in the following example:3

3 This verselike description is found in different versions in the various early
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a )  m w u A f t m  m  m  m
Hang wän si CÜ fei cū long yån méi
two bows as-if frown not frown envelop smoke brows

—* f t 4EI g f t *  å - 1 f  @
one pair as-if happy not happy contain feelings eyes

‘mist-wreathed brows that seemed to frown, yet were not frowning 
and passionate eyes that seemed to smile, yet were not smiling’
(ch. 3)

Each word in die first line of this couplet is syntactically and semantically 
parallel to the corresponding word in the second line. Most significant 
in our context, a face term in the first line (méi Üf ‘brows’) is parallel to 
a face term in the second line (mū g  ‘eyes’).

Parallellism does not only imply similarity, but also contrast. Except 
for si \K ‘as i f  andfé i ‘not’, which are simply repeated, all parallel 
terms in this passage are in a certain degree of contrast. The degree of 
contrast varies from the contrast in pronunciation between the near- 
synonyms long H  ‘envelop’ and hån ‘contain’ to the contrast in 

' meaning between the near-antonyms cü H  ‘frown’ andxi §  ‘be happy’. 
The use of contrasting terms partly serves to avoid simple repetition, 
 but also functions to make the parallel terms together constitute as wide 
a variety within the semantic field in question as possible. Generally,

  parallel lines follow what will be called the Principle o f  Maximum 
Contrast between Parallel Terms:

In parallel constructions, contingent terms should be in as sharp
contrast as possible.4

manuscr ipts o f the novel, the ver sion  her e appear ing in  the 1754 ed it ion  In all the
: Ver sions, M  ‘eyeb r ows’ is par allel to either  mū g  ‘eyes'  or  yan  ĒS ‘eyes’.

4 M ost scholar s descr ibe the r equir ement for  contr ast in much vaguer  ter ms: " matching 
wor ds should belong to the sam e [semantic] categor y, but they should d iffer  in meaning"  
(Fr ankel .1976:147). In th e case o f sim p le r epetition, h owever , ther e is no d iffer ence in 
meaning, but one m ay st ill ar gue —  a s I  do in  the case o f  si ...f e i . . .$ ( —$£•   —  that it  

^ repr esents “as shar p contr ast as p ossib le” .
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This principle is not broken by the simple repetition of the pattern si Wl 
fä i Vj ‘as if V1 yet not V j\  since there exists no parallel
pattern with which it might be plausibly contrasted, hence the maximum 
degree of contrast is zero. To what extent two terms are “in as sharp 
contrast as possible” is a question of subjective judgement. When it 
comes to face terms in descriptions of appearance and expression, 
however, it turns out that the authors of The Story o f the Stone have 
practiced the Principle of Maxiumum Contrast between Parallel Terms 
in a strict way that builds on the Tripartite Division of the Face:

In parallel constructions describing facial appearance or facial 
expression, contingent face terms should be taken from different 
categories in the Tripartite Division of the Face.

For instance, méi M ‘brows’ and mū @ ‘eyes’ in the example above 
are taken from different categories, since méi M, refers to hair located 
in the face, while mu @ refers to organs located in the face. This 
principle will be called the Principle o f Maximum Contrast between 
Parallel Face Terms.

The term “parallel construction” may refer to a typical couplet like
(1) or it may refer to a simple line with internal parallellism:

(2) j i  m  ā  m
méi qtng mū xiü
brows clear eyes delicate
‘a clear and delicate face’ (ch. 7)

Since it only consists of four characters (the usual pattern of fixed 
expressions in semi-literary Chinese, probably deriving from the meter 
of the Book o f Songs i# M ), (2) should be considered as one line rather 
than two. Still, it should be considered as a parallel construction, and it 
does obey the Principle of Maximum Contrast between Parallel Face 
Terms.



The following parallel terms found in descriptions of facial appearance 
or facial expression in The Story o f the Stone all adhere to the Principle 
of Maximum Contrast between Parallel Face Terms:5

liån Ul ‘face’ +yån SŪ ‘eye[s]’:
liån rud ytnpän, yän rü shuixing * B&jDzfcüīF ‘a face like a

silver plate and eyes like water apricots’ (ch. 8) 
lian ‘face’ +zui ‘mouth’:

liån shång zui liW JcM M . ‘on the face and in the mouth’ (ch. 104) 
lian H  ‘face’ + er Tip ‘ear[sj’:

liån hong er chi BM D īlfc ‘red face and red ears’ (ch. 19) 
han ‘face’ + jcm f t  ‘beard’:

hudng liån hong xHMÉxkUM ‘yellow face and red beard’ (ch. 102) 
liån JU ‘face’ +få ‘hair’:

qing liån hong få  W M fC il ‘green face and red hair’ (ch. 39) 
miån rff ‘face’ +yän |]t ‘eye[sj’:

miån rā man yué yöu bäi, yän rü qiüshui hai qing ’
‘a face even whiter than the full moon, and eyes 

even clearer than autumn waters’ (ch. 63) 
miån Ho ‘face’ + mri @ ‘eye[s)’ (5 expressions):
: miån mu qrngxiii ®  ‘face and eyes clear and delicate’ (ch. 6)

miån ru méi yü, mū si mmg xīng ‘face like a
beautiful jade, eyes like clear stars’ (ch. 15)

  miån rud chünhuā, mu ru ātan qī ‘face like a
spring flower, eyes as were they lacquered’ (ch. 15) 

miån mū chuån qing Ha Ē fÜ ti  ‘face and eyes conveyed his feelings’ 
(ch. 64)

miån mu gåi sé pil ĒSSpfe ‘face and eyes changed colour [i.e. grew 
pale]’ (ch. 96)

miån\H  ‘face’ +kou d  ‘mouth’:
miån kud köu fang  ‘face broad and mouth rectangular’

(ch. 1)
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5 Not  included ar e cases in  wh ich  a  face ter m is par allel to a body ter r a, e.g. hudng 
få chi shēn M S & pår ‘yellow hair  and r ed b ody’ (about a  blonde gir l with white skin, ch. 
. 52), liån hång xTn ré lit . ‘red face and hot hear t’, i.e. ‘upset’ (ch. 82).
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miån |S  ‘face’ + churī #  ‘lip[s]’ (4 expressions):
ßnm iän hån chün wēi bü löu, dänchün wéi qi xiåo xiän wén

H  ‘since her powdered face, had the 
charm of springtime, her awe-inspiring power did not reveal itself; 
before her crimson lips had even parted, her laughter was already 
audible' (ch. 3)

miån rü füfön, chün rud s h ī z h ī M t (some editions 
have/«  S t instead o f /«  fill ‘[his] face [looked as fair] as if 
powdered, his lips [red] as if covered by rouge’ (ch. 3) 

fön miån zhū chün ‘fair face and red lips’ (ch. 7)
miån ruß,fön, chün rud tu zhū (some editions

have Wf. instead of ‘[his] face [looked as fair] as if powdered, 
his lips [red] as if covered by rouge’ (ch. 93) 

miån ®  ‘face’ +erlz  ‘ear[s]’ (2 expressions):
miån hong er chi ‘face red and ears red’ (ch. 71)
miån hong er re ‘face red and ears warm’ (ch. 109)

miån Hī ‘face’ +yå J f  ‘tooth/teeth’:
qīng miån lido yå ‘green face and long teeth’ (ch. 81)

miån ®  ‘face’ +fa Ü  ‘hair’ (2 expressions):
miån hong få  luån © H i l  IL ‘face red and hair dishevelled’ (ch. 57) 
qing miån båifå  Ö Ü  ‘green face and white hair’ (ch. 25) 

liånmiån mm ‘face’ + töufa H ü  ‘hair’:
yådån liånmiån, wüyou töufa ’ ,^??Ä Hü ‘face [as round

as] a duck’s egg and hair [as black as] black oil’ (ch. 46)
‘forehead’ + ran Ü  ‘beard’:

k i é chång ran ‘protruding forehead and long beard’ (ch.
93)

jid  ‘cheek[s]’ +mou ^  ‘pupil’:
Häng jid  wei hong, shuäng mou dåi se ‘two

cheeks slightly red, two eyes [lit. pupils] somewhat dry’ (ch, 100) 
sai IS  ‘cheek[s]’ +bi #  ‘nose’:

m s m r n  • u m u s i  ‘cheeks clad with fresh lychees [i.e. firm and 
fresh] and a nose smeared with goose-fat [i.e. white and shiny]’ 
(ch. 3)
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sāt ‘cheekfsj’ + er Jē  ‘ear[s]’:
dai sai lian i r m m m n  ‘both cheeks and ears’ (ch. 23) 

yē ©  ‘dimplefs]* + chün H  (lip[s]’:
yé xiåo chüntao xī, jun  dul cut ji; chün zhān ytngké xī, Hū chi han 

xiāng  • m m m ; ‘her
dimples were laughing like the peach-trees of spring, while clouds 
peeled up in her emerald bun; her lips split apart like small cherries, 
while her teeth like pomegranate seeds contained a fragrance’ (ch.
5)

jan  SU ‘eye[s]’ + miån ®  ‘face’:
yån hong miän ging S M I!® # ‘eyes red and face green’ (ch. 60 

Royal Household edition and 1784 edition
yan HU *eye[s]’ + sāt M ‘cheekfs]’ (2 expressions):

yän zhöng sai hong IM® M itt ‘eyes swollen and cheeks red’ (ch. 
107)

xingyan wei xing, xiängsäi dåi chi MMMWo ’ ‘starry eyes
were a little drowsy, fragrant cheeks turned slightly red’ (ch. 26) 

yån ØM ‘eye[sl’ + méi M  ‘brow[s]’ (2 expressions):
jun yän xiü méi ‘pretty eyes and well-trimmed eyebrows’

(ch. 3)
yi shuāng dånféng sånjiåo yån, Häng wän liüye diåoskåo méi —|§  

* M Ü fP Ü r M M  ‘a pair of almond-shaped [lit. 
triangular] eyes like a red-headed phoenix, two bows of eyebrows 
with hanging tips like willow-leaves’ (ch. 3) 

yänjmg ØMSf ‘eye[s]’ + Häng quån M M  ‘two cheeks’:
yånjlng zhlshü, Häng quån xiänhöng ØMffiiÉLli * M M M M . ‘eyes 

standing and cheeks fresh red’ (ch. 87) 
yånquån ØM IS ‘rim-of the eye[s]’ + shuāng sāi SIM  ‘two cheeks’: 

yånquån wei hong, shuāng sāi dåi chi ‘the
rim of the eyes slightly red, and the two cheeks a little red’ (ch, 
34)

hi $  ‘nose’ + sāi M  ‘cheek[s]’;
zhi bi quån sāi ‘straight nose and balanced cheeks’ (ch. 1)
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chūrī l ī  ‘lip[s]’ + méi M  ‘brow[s]’:
chūrī bü diån ér hong, méi bü huå er-cut

‘lips red without make-up, brows emerald without paint’ (ch. 8) 
er Up ‘ear[s]’ + m id«®  ‘face’:

er miänßihong  ī f  UfffåjfsT ‘ears and face blushing red’ (ch. 80) 
er Up 4ear[s]’ + sāt 4cheek[s]’:

zhuā er m o  sāt ‘tweak one’s ears and scratch one’s cheeks’
(as a sign of delight) (ch. 12)

méiM  ‘brow[s]’ + Han Ut ‘face’:
chou méi ku lian ‘worried brows and suffering face’ (ch.

62)
méiJm £brow[s]’ + mu Ēj 4eye[s]’ (5 expressions):

méi mu qmgming M  M i l l l i t .  ‘clear brows and eyes’, i.e. ‘a Clear 
and refined face’ (dī. 3)

Häng wān si cüfē i cü long yān méi, yi shuāng si x ifē i x ī hån qmg mu 
m m u m m m m  > - m x m i m & m  ‘m ist-w reathed 
brows that seemed to frown, yet were not frowning and passionate 
eyes that seemed to smile, yet were not smiling’ (ch. 3) 

méi qmg mū x i u lit. ‘clear brows and delicate eyes’, i.e. ‘a 
clear and delicate face’ (ch. 7)

li méi ekin  mū Ē  ‘raised brows and angry eyes’ (ch. 7)
méi wän liuyé gāo diåo Häng shāo, mu hing dänföng shén hing śān

j i ä o m m m i m B m m » h i w i i h j % ‘brOWS nke wmow-
leaves hanging from high on the tips of two branches, eyes like a 
red-headed phoenix glowing from all three comers’ (ch. 68) 

méi jū  ‘browfs]’ +yän Hjl ‘eye[s]’ (12 expressions, 18 instances): 
jiånméi xmgyän SlIJEÄBS ‘swordlike brows and starry eyes’ (ch. 1) 
tiānrān yi güßngsäo quån zåi méishåo, pingshēng wän zhöng qingsl 

XI dm yänjiäo ’ ¥ £ r ø 1 » J S S * É B R
Ä  ‘His inborn unconventional ways were gathered in the tip of 
his eyebrows, and his many everyday worries were concentrated 
in the comer of his eyes.’ (ch. 3)

j ī  méi ndng yån lit- ‘press the brows together and play
with the eyes’, i.e. ‘make eyes; wink’ ch. 9 (twice; some editions
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also have ndng méi j ī  yån j ī  yän nöng méi
and, most surprisingly, j i  bi nöng méi lĒ f # # ®  lit. ‘squeeze nose,
play with eyes’).

shüqī liang ādo s ī cü fē i  cil de méi, deng le yi shuāng si zhēng fē i
zhēngdeyānm .m m m x m m m m  •

‘raised two brows that seemed to frown but were not frowning 
and stared with two eyes that seemed to be wide open but were 
not quite wide open’ (ch. 2 3 ):

méi cü chūnshān, yän pin qiüshui M S I # [li ’ ‘brows
frowning like mountains in spring, eyes frowning like autumn 
waters’ (ch. 30)

éméi däocü, föngyän yudnzhéng * JUBBIWéP  ‘her moth
brows [i.e. fine and delicate eyebrows of a woman] were knit as if 
standing upside-down, and her phoenix eyes were wide open’ (ch. 
52)

miishäo yänjiäo ‘the tip of the brows and the comer of
- the eyes’ (ch. 63)

1 méi läi yän qü lit. ‘brows come and eyes go’, i.e. ‘let
brows and eyes convey one’s feelings’ (ch. 72) 

nöng méi båo yån ‘thick brows and eyes on the verge of
explosion’ (ch. 93)

nöng méi då yän ‘thick brows and big eyes’ (ch. 96)
s ī méi deng yän W M W tM  ‘dead brows and staring eyes [i.e.

absentminded and apathetic]’ (ch. 110) 
méi kāi yän xiåo ‘brows open and eyes laughing’ (ch. 6,

37, 43, 49, 117, 119) 
m éiM  ‘brow[s]’ + z u ī ‘mouth’:

hēi méi wū z u ī j ^ M M ^  ‘black brows and black mouth’ (ch. 24) 
m éiM  ‘brow[sj’ + köu   ‘mouth’:

liuméi long cuiwü, tänkou dian dānshā
‘her willow brows [were hazy as if they] contained an emerald 
fog, her sandalwood mouth [was red as if it] was painted with 
cinnabar’ (ch. 65)

This list gives 32 different pairs of face terms, occurring in 58 different 
parallel expressions. One of these expressions (jī méi nöng yän f ^ J f  Ü
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IM) occurs twice, another (méi M i yån xiåo MPSSS^I) occurs six times. 
Altogether, the list includes 64 instances of parallel face terms in 
constructions describing facial appearance or facial expression. Their 
distribution on the three possible combinations within this principle is 
as follows:

facial hair + face proper: 6 term pairs, 7 expressions
face proper + facial organ: 20 term pairs, 29 expressions
facial organ + facial hair: 6 term pairs, 22 expressions, 28 instances

As these figures show, the combination face proper + facial organ is 
most common. The combination facial organ + facial hair does not 
account for many term pairs, but since some of the term pairs (especially 
méi jū  + yån IM) occur in several different expressions, of which some 
(jī méi nöng yån and méi M i yån xiåo occur more
than once, there are almost as many instances of this combination as of 
the combination face proper + facial organ.

In the present context, the most important fact is that all of the term 
pairs cited above adhere to the Principle of Maximum Contrast between 
Parallel Face Terms. This does not mean that there are no exceptions. 
The number of exceptions, however, is remarkably few.

Some of the exceptions actually serve to further support the case for 
the Tripartite Division of the Face. In the following famous description 
of the main protagonist Jia Baoyu, as seen for the first time by his 
female cousin Lin Daiyu in chapter 3, it is quite clear that the author (or 
whoever has edited the text) has consciously chosen to construct pairs 
of terms from the same category within the Tripartite Division of the 
Face:

M 3g a £ ñ
miån rud zhöng- qiü zhī yue

ife # *513 £ m
sé " ru chūn~ xiåo zhī kud

f f i f 73 M m pra -gfe-5Ē Jū
bin rud dāo cåi méi n ī md kud
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M

bån
BR- £  KB
yån rud tåo-

m m &  m
jīng rud qiü- bö
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‘a face like the mid-autumn moon,
appearance like a spring-morning flower
temple-hair as if cut by knife, brows as if painted with.ink
eyes like peach flower petals, eyeballs like autumn waves’

The first line describes the face proper, the second describes hair and 
the third organs located in the face. In this case, therefore, there is a 
consistent use of terms from the same category within each couplet. 
The textual history of this passage further reinforces the point. In the 
1760 edition jüJīlTfs:, the last line reads:

(4) m  m  m  m  §  æ  &  æ
miän rü täo- ban, mu rud qiü- bö
‘face like a peach flower petal, eyes like autumn waves’

In the Royal Household edition and the Leningrad edition
the same line reads:

(5) ä  =§ m  m  m  m  &  æ
Hāri rud tdo- bån, jīng rud qiu- bö
‘face like a peach flower petal, eyes like autumn waves’

Both variations make the last line follow a different principle from the 
two preceding lines. Editors and commentators seem to have had problems 
with this line, and in the 1759 edition the two characters
have been corrected to tÜ$P with red ink. As I interpret this problem, it 
consists in a conflict between the expected meaning of the image of 
flower petals and the principle of using terms from the same category in 
the Tripartite Division of the Face within each line. While the image of 
peach flowers is commonly used to describe the beauty of a face (as in 
tdohuämiän and tdohuāliān ‘peach flower face’, mostly
referring to pretty girls), the same image is less commonly used to 
describe eyes. Although the term täohuäyän ‘peach flower eyes’
does exist,6 it may have been unknown to some of the editors. Some

6 W ithin  C h in ese p h ysiogn om y, th e ter m täohuäyän  ‘peach  flower  eyes’ is a
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editors have chosen to accept the peach flower petals as an image for 
beautiful or emotionally expressive eyes, while other editors have chosen 
to accept that the last line uses parallel face terms from different categories 
within the Tripartite Division of the Face in order to keep the imagery 
intact. One edition (1784 edition ^lBç7f£) has sought to resolve the 
conflict by changing the whole wording of the last line:

(6) #  m  ' m  m  m  £  f*
bi ru xuån-dån, jīng rud qiu- bö
‘nose like a hanging gall-bladder [i.e. with a bulbous tip], eyes like 
autumn waves’

In this way, the imagery is unproblematic (no matter how awkward the 
comparison of a nose with a hanging gall-bladder sounds in English), 
and the two parallel face terms are taken from the same category, as in 
the preceding lines.

The following description of Jia Baoyu’s other cousin Xue Baochai, 
as seen by Jia Baoyu (ch. 97), also employs face terms from the same 
category within each line:

(7) n Me
mtrSB »

shéng zhuāng yån fü

m IS aftfa
f i n g jiān nud ti

m f t m
kudri dī bln duö

m m ā t ik
yån shun XI wēi

‘ample make-up and colourful clothes, 
well-rounded shoulders and fragile body,

standar d ter m  for  eyes with  a  cer tain shape. See Complete Compendium on Effective 
Physiognomy ch . 3 p . 16. Hanyu da cidian  vol. 4  p . 981 gives th e gloss qingyän  fit KI 
‘em otiona l eyes’, wh ich  is cer tainly what J ia Baoyu  is supposed to have, though  it  gives 
on ly m odem  exam ples o f  this usage.
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bun low and temple, hair drooping, 
eyes moving and breath feeble’

The first line describes clothes, thesecond describes the body, the third 
fine describes hair, and the fourth line describes organs in the face or, in 
the case ofxf JjL ‘breath’, something that is associated with an organ in 
Öie face. Even this passage, therefore, shows a recognition of the Tripartite 
Division of the Face.
. The reason why we can be fairly sure that (3) and (7) are examples 
of a conscious use of terms from the same category within each line is 
that they contain series of more than one parallel construction. In cases 
with just one parallel construction, the use of terms from the same 
category could, of course, also be due to such conscious choice, but 
there is no way to know. If  there were many such cases, therefore, it 
would seriously challenge the validity of the Principle of Maximum 
Contrast between Parallel Face Terms as formulated above. In fact, 
however, there are only two. One is the latter part of a description of 
Lin Daiyu’s reaction to what she considers to be one of Jia Baoyu’s 
improper advances in chapter 23:

 (8) m  m  #  &  w  ®  #  m
wei sai dåi nu bo miån hån ckēn
‘her small cheeks carried anger, her little face contained reproach’

The other is a description in chapter 25 of a highly unconventional 
Buddhist monk who has entered the world from the heavenly spheres:

(9) *  m
b i ru xuån- dån Häng méi chång

s ñ S8 S -AJ* «ĀC*
w  w

mu si ming~ xīng xü bao- guāng

‘nose like a hanging gall-bladder and long brows 
eyes like clear stars with precious rays’  

In addition, the novel contains two fixed expressions referring to facial 
expression that break the Principle of Maximum Contrast between Parallel
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Lines: mu deng kou ādi ‘eyes staring and mouth gaping* (ch.
1, 33, 94) with the variant mu deng kou wāi ā l i n  l i  ‘eyes staring and   
mouth askew’ (ch. 33), m dyåo yå qié chi ‘bite one’s, molars
and gnash one’s teeth’ (ch. 99, 103). Both expressions are commonly 
used in spoken Chinese are not the product of the authors of The Story 
o f the Stone.

To sum up, The Story o f the Stone contains only two parallel 
constructions that break the Principle of Maximum Contrast between 
Parallel Face Terms for no apparent reason, examples (8) and (9). In 
addition come five parallel constructions —  occurring in the two examples , 
(3) and (7) — that do break this principle, but in a consistent manner 
that reinforces the argument for the Tripartite Division of the Face. 
Finally, the two fixed expressions mū deng köu dāi/wāi @ BHUJĀ / H  
and yao yå qié chi occur altogether six times, but are not
products of the authors of The Story o f the Stone.

Since the general requirement for contrast in parallel constructions 
(the Principle of Maximum Contrast between Parallel Terms) is not 
always strictly adhered to,7 the number of exceptions to the more specific 
requirement for contrast in parallel constructions referring to facial 
appearance and facial expression (the Principle of Maximum Contrast 
between Parallel Face Terms) must be considered extremely small. As 
mentioned above, the number of different pairs of parallel terms that 
adhere to the Principle of Maximum Contrast between Parallel Face 
Terms is 32, and since some of them occur in several different expressions, 
the total number of different expressions containing such term pairs is 
58. Since a couple of these expressions occur several times, the total 
number of instances of parallel face terms adhering to the Principle of 
Maxiumum Contrast between Parallel Face Terms is 64. This number is 
a strong indication that the Tripartite Division of the Face is a culturally 
valid categorisation.

There are, of course, other instances of parallel face terms taken 
from the same category in the Tripartite Division of the Face. These are 
all instances, however, that were never meant to be covered by the 
Principle of Maximum Contrast between Parallel Face Terms. Further

7 O f., for  in stan ce, the r epetition  in  som e ed it ions o f rud ®  in  the la st  lin e of 
exam ple (3) and the r epetition in som e edit ions o f  ning M  in  sai ning xīn U, bt ning ézhl

“ch eeks clad  with fr esh  lych ees [i.e. fir m and fr esh] and a nose '
clad  with  goose-fa t  [i.e. white and sh iny]’ (other  edit ions have n i j 
second  par t).

‘smeared with ’ in the
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■ I .
"“"clarification of what this principle actually entails may, therefore, be 

eful. C
;V First, the Principle of Maximum Contrast between Parallel Face Terms 

»plies primarily to descriptions in literary or semi-literary Chinese. 
Syntactic and semantic parallellism is occasionally found even in passages 

tten entirely in the vernacular style, but these passages do not have 
semi-poetic flavour of passages written in literary or semi-literary 

inese, and they do not necessarily adhere to the Principle of Maximum 
 ntrast between Parallel Face Terms: zhāng zhe zui, deng zhe y&n 31 

‘with mouth open and eyes wide open’ (ch. 47).
Second, the case of compounds is problematic. The distinction between 
ordinate compounds and syntactically juxtaposed parallel terms is 
clear, since both are combined according to more or less the same 
es. The expressions méi mū j|f @ lit. ‘brows and eyes’ (~ ‘facial 

ipearance’, ch. 1, 64, 92) and miån mū WM lit. ‘face and eyes’ (= 
facial appearance’, ch. 6, 47, 55, 58, 96, 116) resemble compounds, 
it parallel constructions in which méi M + mū @ and miån W + mu 

occur separately are also common (see the list above). It is also 
clear whether ér miån Tip]® ‘ears and face’ (ch. 80) should be considered 
compound or two syntactically juxtaposed terms. In the present 
cussion, such expressions have been treated as parallel terms (unlike 
compounds, which are single terms) when they occur in four-character 

lines in literary style, as they mostly do: méi mū qīngming M 
f:;‘clear and refined face’ (ch. 1), miån mū gåi se I® MSfc'fe ‘[his] face 
Changed colour’ (ch. 96), and ér miån feihöng ‘ears and face
blushing’ (ch, 80). In all such cases, they adhere to the Principle of 

^'Maximum Contrast between Face Terms. Compound-like constructions 
!< that belong to the vernacular and are not restricted to four-character 
"'lines are left out of discussion, even though many of them also adhere

She same principle: zuiliån lit. ‘mouth and face’, i.e. ‘facial 
earance’ (ch. 6 twice) and méiyan Mi® lit. ‘brows and eyes’, i.e. 
lal appearance’ (ch. 27, 74), with the variant méiyånr MBfllE (ch, 
102).

It is, however, obvious that not all compounds adhere to the Principle 
Maximum Contrast between Face Terms. One common type of 

compound consists of two near-synonyms: liånmiån HtW ‘face’ (ch. 3, 
6, 9, 24 inter alia), yänmü ‘eyes’ (usually referring to the eyes of 
a reader [ch. 1 twice] or to unwanted attention to one’s affairs [ch. 9
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twice, 64),yanjīng SR® ‘eyes’ (ch. 8, 10, 11, 22 inter alia), huxü fü llt 
‘beard’ (ch. 23), yåcht ‘teeth’ (ch. 39, 56), sāijiā ‘cheeks’ 
(ch. 57),jiasā i WiM  ‘cheeks’ (ch. 44). Within such expressions, both 
terms belong to the same category within the Tripartite Division of the 
Face. Each of these expressions is most appropriately viewed as a single 
term rather than a syntactic combination. Synonym compounds, therefore, 
are not included in the present discussion of parallel face terms.

Finally, please remember that the Principle of Maximum Contrast 
between Parallel Face Terms only applies to constructions describing 
appearance or expression. Parallel face terms that refer to other aspects 
of the face do not have to be taken from different categories within the 
Tripartite Division of the Face. For instance, parallel descriptions of 
sensation must necessarily refer to sense organs. In The Store o f the 
Stone, all such descriptions refer to the ear (er 3=[) and the eye (yän IR, 
in one case referred to metonymically as mou 0$ ‘the pupil’):

y i miån mu shi q i wén, y i miån er Ung q\ ge — * —jfi^?
‘on the one hand his eyes were looking at the text, on the 

other hand his ears were listening to the song’ (ch. 5) 
shēnggē gud er, jinxiü ymg mou ’ MWlMtM ‘music filled

his ears, and beautiful sights filled his eyes [lit. pupils]’ (ch. 53) 
er bü pang tīng, mū bü biś shi ‘his ears hear

nothing else, and his eyes see nothing else’ (ch. 48) 
mū bü shi wü, er bü w in shēng ‘his eyes

unable to see objects, and his ears unable to hear sounds’ (ch. 63) 
er mū suojiån ‘what his ears and eyes can see’ (ch. 64)

Expressions referring to tears and snivel also by necessity refer to the 
nose and the eyes:

yånléi hiti ‘tears and snivel’ (ch. 52, 68)
hiti yånléi ‘snivel and tears’ (ch. 97)
yän gān bi se ‘eyes dry and nose tight’ (ch. 91)

So does one expression referring to drunkenness:

yän xing er re IR ü P īf^  ‘eyes drowsy and ears warm’ (ch. 21)
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In the same way, parallel descriptions of speech always contain two 
terms for the mouth or mouth parts:

y i miån mū shi qi wén, y i miån er ling qi gē —Ut ĒJ
‘on the one hand his eyes were looking at the text, on the 

other hand his ears were listening to the song’ (ch. 5) 
chi lud shé dün ‘toothless and numbtongued’ (ch. 2)
zhuö kou chou she ‘dirty mouth and stinking tongue’ (ch.

2)duo zuiduo shé lit. ‘too many mouths and tongues’; i.e.
‘talking too much’ (ch. 25)

ling yd li chifåUfffilM  ‘clever teeth, i.e. glib-tongued’8 (ch. 73, 120) 
då yd fan zui fTj£p<fßl# ‘hit tooth and violate mouth, i.e. jest and 

joke in a flirtatious manner’ (ch. 74) 
you zui pin shé fåBÉtltlS' ‘oily mouth and garrulous tongue, i.e. 

glib-tongued’ (ch. 75)
ling köu li shé få  D ffJlf' ‘clever mouth and tongue, i.e. glib-tongued’ 

(ch. 78)
Hu zui hud shé ‘sleek mouth and oily tongue’ (ch. 78)

, xidn yd döu c h i M ^ f f l l āi ‘idle molars and struggling teeth, i.e. to 
engage in idle quarrelling’ (ch. 80) 

hong kou bai shé SED É 'ÜT ‘red mouth and white tongue’ (ch. 98) 
wäng köu bā shé ‘preposterous mouth and tongue, i.e. talk

nonsense’ (ch. 112)

A mixture of sensation and speech occurs in the following expression:

bäi köu chdobång, wån mū » M M E l f  lit. ‘a hundred
mouths slandering, and ten thousand eyes staring angrily’, i.e. ‘be 
looked down upon by e brybody’ (ch. 5).

8
In colloq u ia l C h inese, the char acter s ling and li #ij h ave no m ean ings by 

themselves, on ly in the combination ltn glif ö fä  ‘quick-witted’. The expr ession  ling yd li 
cfci' föSFfFUÄ m ay b e seen  as con sist in g o f the two wor ds lingli and ydch i 
‘teeth’, though instead of bein g juxtaposed  to each  other , they ar e inter twined. This and 
the similar  expr ession  ling kou-li shé # D # J l §  ar e good  exam ples o f  the d ifficu lty of  
•pinning down wor d boundar ies in  C hinese.
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Descriptions of non-expressive actions involving the face may or may 
not adhere to the Principle of Maximum Contrast between Parallel Face 
Terms:

yäng miån juān yän ‘raise one’s, head and look askance at
[sth.] with one’s eyes’ (ch. 70) (adhering to the principle)

miåo méi huå bin m m m  f t  ‘paint brows and temple hair’ (ch. 100) 
(not adhering to the principle)

Most descriptions of health condition, which often resemble descriptions 
of facial expression, do adhere to the Principle of Maximum Contrast 
between Parallel Face Terms:

miån mu zhöngpö pū §  ‘face and eyes swollen and torn’ (ch. 
47)

miån mu hudngshdu PŪ ‘face and eyes yellow and thin’ (ch.
55)

liånmiån hen shdu, müguāng wü shén ā s ® ® ! !  ’ ‘his
face was very thin, and his eyes were lifeless’ (ch. 96)

ymgchün höng tün, yüntü shenyin; xingliän xiängkü, se chén hånhån
‘the red of her cherry 

lips faded, issuing only sad moans; the fragrance of her apricot 
face withered away, leaving only dry wrinkles’ (ch. 78).

This does not apply, though, to descriptions of health condition involving 
tears and snivel (see above).

When all is said and done, the fact remains that in literary or semi- 
literary descriptions of facial appearance or facial expression, parallel 
face terms are virtually always taken from different categories within 
the Tripartite Division of the Face. This applies in sections of The Story 
o f the Stone that are usually assumed to be the products of different 
authors. Thus, this seems to be a deep-rooted literary habit among more 
than one 18th-century writer of Chinese fiction. The two cases in which 
the author systematically employs parallel face terms from the same
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category within the Tripartite Division of the Face, examples (3) and 
(7), also belong to sections of the novel produced by different authors, 
further strengthening the case for the cultural validity of this way of 
categorising the various parts of the face.

It remains to be seen whether this literary technique is found in other 
novels from the same period. While I have not examined other 18th- 
century novels to see if this is the case, I have browsed through some

"parts of the novel The Plum o f the Golden Vase { { ) )  ,
• probably written about 150 years earlier. A very cursory glance at the 
first 56 chapters of this novel reveals that the same literary technique is 
not predominant in this case. Certainly, the novel does contain many

. constructions that adhere to the Principle of Maximum Contrast between 
Parallel Face Terms:9

Han ekin  tdohuā, bü hong bü bai; méi wān xmyué, you xi you wān 
MfåfÆTE ’ ‘a face like a
peach-flower, neither red nor white; brows like the new moon, 
both thin and curved1 (ch. 1)

• fenmiän tönghöng,yinyä ånyåo h e r powder-
white face turned all red, and she secretly grit her silver-coloured 
teeth’ (ch. 25)

chén shēng méipån, hän shī sāibiān ’ fF fM M i ‘dust had
settled about her eyebrows, sweat had moistened her cheeks’ (ch. 
15; Roy’s translation)

chūrī hui xiäoliän kud hån méi, qiän cü éméi Hū dai chou
‘when spring returns to her smiling 

face, the flowers are filled with charm; at the slightest knitting of 
her delicate brows [lit. moth brows], the willows are loaded with 
worries’ (ch. 14)

But we also find an almost equal number of expressions that do not 
adhere to this principle:

Q
M y tr anslations often  bor r ow exten sively fr om R oy’s tr anslation The Plum in the 

Golden Vase or Chin P ’ing Mei.
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håo chi zhu chūrī ‘white teeth and red lips’ (ch. 12)
fä  nöng bin zhdng H i S i f J f  ‘thick hair and heavy temple hair’ (ch.

29)
få  xi méi nöng ‘thin hair and thick brows’ (ch. 29)
xingliån taosāi ‘apricot face and peach cheeks’ (ch. 11)

This does not prove that the Tripartite Division of the Face was not 
culturally valid at the time when The Plum in the Golden Vase was 
written. It does not even prove that this way of categorising the face 
does not underlie parallel descriptions of facial appearance and facial 
expression. Remember that while the main rule in The Story o f the 
Stone is that parallel face terms in such descriptions be taken from 
different categories, the novel also contains two clear examples of the 
opposite rule: that parallel face terms in such descriptions be taken from 
the same category. Thus, there exist two rules both of which refer to the 
Tripartite Division of the Face. In The Story o f the Stone, one of these 
rules was infinitely much more commonly used than the other. Could it 
be that The Plum in the Golden Vase puts the two rules on a more equal 
basis?

If so, we are left with a serious methodological problem. That two 
parallel face terms must either be taken from the same category or from 
different categories is a tautology. Thus, passages involving only one 
parallel couplet do not indicate anything about the existence or non
existence of such rules. Only if we have passages involving more than 
two parallel couplets or more than two parallel terms can we find out if 
they relate in a systematic way to this division. In the parts of The Plum 
in the Golden Vase that I have looked at, there seems to be only one 
such passage, in chapter 2. This single passage, however, does indicate 
a very strong awareness of the Tripartite Division of the Face:

(10)11 + + äs m m 05 Sf %
hēi- shi- shi sāh yā- ling de bin- r

ÜL m mj=$ i r ñ m %
cut- wān~ wärt de xīn- yue de méi- r
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i  ^  §  f  I I  l ā
(fing- ling- ling xing- zi yån- r

#  t  t® m  m    j e
xiång- pen- pen ylng- tåo köu- r

*  *  #  %
zhi- löng- long qiong-■ yåo bi- r

n m m u. m ma Ci' %
fen- nöng- nöng hong- yån sāi- r

m m m f i t l ā
jiāo- df- dī yin- pén Han- ■ r

M m m M r IE
qing- niåo- niåo hitā- duö shin- r

ī  St M M ft ¥  IS
yü- xiān- xian cöng- zhi shöu- r

— få få B m m JE
yt- nian- niån Hü yäo- r

& m m Éf m m fit JE
mān- nong- nöng bdi- miän qi- dü- r

& -|- m JE
zhäi- duö- duö jiän shi jiäo- r

& % m m JE
rdu- nai- nai xiöng- r
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Ö £ £ %
hai- shēng- shéng tuī- r

M —* f t

gēng you yi jiån

m m m
jin- jiū- jiu

gEL m
hong- zhdu- zhdu

Ö Wr m
bai- xiän- xiān

7t H" +

hii- shf- shi

IE
æ
7E i t

zhéng bu zhī shi shé döng- xi

‘Glossy, black, raven’s feather tresses; 
Dark, curved, new moon eyebrows;
Clear, cold, almond eyes;
Redolently fragrant cherry lips;
A straight, full, alabaster nose;
Thickly powdered red cheeks;
A handsome, silver salver face;
A light, lissome, flowerlike figure;
Slender, jade-white, scallion-shoot fingers; 
A cuddlesome, willow waist;
A tender, pouting, dough-white tummy; 
Tiny, tumed-up, pointed feet;
Buxom breasts; and 
Fresh, white legs.
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And there is something else as well:
Tight and squeezy,
Red and wrinkly,
Pale and fresh,
Black and cushioned;
Who can tell what it might be?’
(Roy’s translation)

The first two lines (set apart from the rest by their nine-character form) 
describe hair located in the face, the next three lines describe organs 
located in the face, then come two lines describing the face proper, 
while the remaining eight lines (the last of which covers six lines in the 
layout above) describe the body rather than the face and thus do not 
concern us directly here. The seven lines describing the face do support 
the case for the Tripartite Division of the Face.

Further research is needed before we can be sure of the role of the 
Tripartite Division of the Face in novels written during the Ming and 
Qing dynasties. For the moment, however, it does seem reasonable to 
conclude that this categorisation is a basic feature of Chinese ethno- 
physiology.
IÜI&vV ,

T h e  P h y s io g n o m y  o f  t h e  C h in e s e  F a c e

In research on facial expressiveness, a distinction is made between 
static, slow and rapid facial signals.10 Appearance primarily has to do 
with static signals, traits that hardly change over a life-time, and slow 
signals, traits that change with age and maturation, but not with one’s 
mood or emotional reactions.

While everybody agrees that rapid facial signals are highly expressive 
pf moods and emotions, both scholars and laymen debate to what extent 
static and slow facial signals are expressive of something beyond their 
mere physiological properties: personality, character, or even fate. While 
it seems plausible that one’s personality or character leaves permanent 
marks on one’s face, it is less obvious, though certainly possible, that

. 10Cf. Ekman & Friesen 1975:l0ff.
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there is a correspondence between inborn facial features and inborn 
personality traits.

In Western fiction, especially since the rise of psychological realism 
during the 19th century, descriptions of facial and bodily features are 
often used as a way to describe character or personality. In most cases, 
the connection is implicit and without theoretical basis. In other cases, 
however, the author has consciously drawn on works within theoretical 
physiognomy.11

Chinese fiction also commonly assumes some sort of connection 
between facial or bodily features and character or personality. Some 
novels draw heavily on theories of physiognomy. For instance, chapter 
29 of The Plum in the Golden Vase is full of references to the Ming 
dynasty collection Complete Compendium on Effective Physiognomy « #  

)> (hereafter referred to as the Complete Compendium), one of 
the most popular books on physiognomy during the late imperial era.12 
Scattered references to this work, is also found in other chapters of the 
novel.

Within Chinese physiognomy, as represented by the Complete 
Compendium, the main focus is not on personality or character, but on 
fate. The book is primarily a collection of treatises on the connection 
between facial or bodily features and career, material wealth, and 
longevity. A secondary focus is on the connection between facial or 
bodily features and moral qualities. Questions of character or personality 
are part of the picture only insofar as they have consequences for moral 
and fate.

Despite its intense concern with the workings of fate, The Story of 
the Stone does not discuss physiognomy in this traditional sense at all. 
No direct or indirect reference to the Complete Compendium is made. 
The many descriptions of facial appearance primarily reflect an interest 
in beauty, not physiognomy. This applies even when face terms are 
employed that are identical or similar to terms found in the Complete 
Compendium.

11 SeeTytler 1982.
12 See David Tod Roy’s comments in The P lu m  in  the G olden  Vase o r  C h in  P 'in g  

M ei Voi. 1 pp. 471, 527, 538, 539.
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, For instance, the Complete Compendium states that miän yü chång 
$r fāng ‘the face should be long and rectangular [i.e. not
pointed at the ends]’. In The Story o f the Stone, the expressions rong 
chäng Uän (applied to Jia Yun in chapter 24; translated in the
Hänyü dā cidiän as chång fāng lian ‘long and rectangular face’)
and rong chång liånmiån (applied to Hongyu in chapter 24
and Xiren in chapter 26) above all describe the beauty of these three 
characters, not their fate.

In other cases, facial beauty is described in terms that are quite 
different from the expressions used in the Complete Compendium. This 
is, for instance, true of the round shape of the faces of Jia Baoyu (m ān  
rud zhöngqiü zhī yué ‘face like the mid-autumn moon’
ch, 3), Xue Baochai (Uän rud yinpén ‘face like a silver plate’
ch. 8), Jia Tanchun (yådån liånmiån H S riÉ iS  ‘face [as round as] a 
duck’s egg’ ch. 3), and Yuanyang (yådån liånmiån ‘face [as
round as] a duck’s egg’ ch. 46). These are also conventional expressions 
of beauty, cf. the use of the silver plate simile in example (10) from The 
Plum in the Golden Vase above.

In the many cases where The Story o f  the Stone employs terms 
similar to those found in the Complete Compendium, it simply happens 
to be the case that conventional expressions of beauty are also used as 
physiognomical terms. In general, a beautiful appearance is considered 
within physiognomy to be auspicious, while an ugly appearance is 
considered to .be inauspicious. Since most characters in The Story o f the 
Stone are exceedingly beautiful (see below), one should think that their 
fate would be extremely good. Such, however, is not the case. For 
instance, Wang. Xifeng has both “phoenix eyes” (dånféngyån f^JStSM) 
and “willow leaf brows” (liuyéméi WMM)-  While she is no doubt a 
beautiful and clever woman, the success promised by such auspicious 
traits - and that she initially seems to attain ~ eventually slips out of her 
hands. According to die Complete Compendium, a person with “willow 
leaf brows” is bound to succeed and become famous C Ē l t^ lĒ ® ^ ) .  
However, Wang Xifeng dies young, and under one interpretation of the 
novel she has the main responsibility for the fall of the Jia family, 
brought about in part by her endless scheming and trickery. Her beauty
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did not protect her from being illfated. The novel seems to suggest that 
the connection between appearance and fate is unreliable.

As for the connection between facial appearance and character, The 
Story o f the Stone is sometimes explicit in refuting that there is such a 
connection. One of the poems describing Jia Baoyu in chapter 3 contains 
the following line:

‘Though outwardly a handsome sausage-skin,
He proved to have but sorry meat within.’ (Hawkes’ translation)

The narrator adds: ‘a very suitable comment on Baoyu’.
Still, one should perhaps not take this judgement at face value, since 
elsewhere the narrator tends to sympathise rather strongly with Baoyu’s 
eccentric personality. The poem itself as well as the narrator’s comment 
are probably ironic, as one of the contemporary critics observes: “Only 
by envisaging Baoyu’s appearance and at the same time thinking of his 
origin [in the mythical realm] can one avoid being deceived by the
author” m w m m  >

Another comment refuting the connection between appearance and 
character is more likely to correspond to the author’s real judgement. 
When in chapter 80 Jia Baoyu compares his cousin’s wife Xia Jingui’s 
pretty looks with her wild outbursts of cruel egotism, he asks himself 
the question:

( i 2 ) * i B g £  ’ i& F & m  ’ - H R w r f a i f c w  * *
æ r ø w t t t e ?
‘There was nothing strange in her behaviour [on this specific 
occasion] or appearance. She too was as beautiful as fresh flowers 
and delicate willows, just as good as the other girls. So how could 
her character be like this?’ (ch. 80) 13

13 Comment found in the Royal Household edition and the Youzheng edition
 ŚtīBfc. See ChanHing-ho 1986:83.
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The connection between appearance and character, the novel seems to 
say, is one that cannot be trusted.
. The lack of accordance between facial appearance on the one hand 

and fate and character on the other is part of a larger theme within the 
whole novel. Appearances can be misleading. This applies not only to 
the appearance of a person, but also, for instance, to the appearance of a 
whole household. Already in chapter 2 we are told that the Ning and 
Rong mansions, within which almost the entire novel takes place, are in 
an awful state in spite of their apparent wealth;

‘By now though the outward frame has not yet fallen, their inner 
holdings are all but empty.’

In the end, this is connected to the novel’s metaphysical theme relating 
to reality vs. illusion. A beautiful appearance creates an illusion of inner 
beauty. The reality, unfortunately, may be far less encouraging than 
such appearances. As Wang Xifeng herself states twice in the novel: Āi 
AÄljll'f'ÄH'Ci' ‘When you know a person, you know his face, but not 
his heart’ (ch. 11 and 94). That such words are uttered by this cruel and 
scheming, but at the same time charming and beautiful young woman 
can only be ironic.

That appearances can be misleading does not mean, however, that 
they always are. On the contrary, The Story o f the Stone contains plenty 
of indications that there is a link between facial appearance and character 
or personality. In chapter 3, for instance, it is said of Jia Baoyu:

( 1 4 ) 3 ^ - j s ä b ^ « ä *   
‘His inborn unconventional ways were gathered in the tip of his 
eyebrows, and his many everyday worries were concentrated in the 
comer of his eyes.’

There is also no doubt that Lin Daiyu’s frowning brows (MIsT^etSI ch, 
3) are expressive both of her sad fate and her melancholy mind, and this 
aspect of her appearance is underlined when Baoyu gives her the “school-
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name” Pin’er (SPIS ch. 3, rendered by Hawkes as “Frowner”), a name 
that the contemporary commentators use almost consistently (though 
often in the variant A-pin HI®)- The Complete Compendium says: “A 
person with worried eyebrows will be lonely and short-lived” 
M c h . 3 p . 6 ) .

STUNNING BEAUTY

To judge by the descriptions in The Story o f  the Stone, the Chinese of 
the mid-18th century must have been outstandingly pretty. In the novel, 
descriptions of appearance are almost always descriptions of beauty, in 
most cases stunning beauty. Even illness may add to this beauty instead 
of disturbing it, as when Lin Daiyu is said to be even sicker than [the 
famous beauty] Xishi ( ch.  3), who was famous for her 
beautiful sickliness. And it turns out that this beauty is not restricted to 
people from China, since the blonde girl from the imaginary country 
Realistan ( J t Ä i l 14) is described as having a face like the beauties of 
Western paintings ch. 52), and.
even being prettier than any of them (tjfffilgffi

There are few exceptions to this rule. Though Zhen Shiyin’s maid 
servant Jiaoxing is not stunningly beautiful she is certainly
charming with a certain elegance and a clear and
refined face ( f i l ^ T ^  ’ M  At the time when Lin Daiyu enters
the Rongguo Mansion her female cousin Xichun is described as being 
too short and babyish ch. 3), possibly
foreshadowing her future as a nun renouncing the temptations of this 
World, While we suspect that Baoyu’s half-brother Jia Huan is not 
exactly handsome, the novel gives us few clues to his actual appearance. 
In David Hawkes’ translation, he does have “cringing, hang-dog looks 
and loutish demeanor”, and Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys Yang translate 
the same passage as “vulgar, common appearance” (ch. 23). Furthermore, 
Chinese readers 'definitely do tend to see him as ugly, as witnessed by 
the choice of actor in the TV version of the novel shown in China 
during the mid 1980’s. However, a literal translation of A ^ Ü S S  ’ ^  4

4 Interpreted by some scholars to be Holland, by others to be the countries of the 
Middle East, and by still others to be Cambodia, cf. Feng Qiyong and Li Xifan 1990:821; 
H ong loum eng  jia o zh u b en  p. 848.
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would not reveal much about his actual appearance: “weak as 
Va person and coarse in his manners”. A lack of elegance rather than 
outright ugliness seems to be implied in the description of the maid 
Simple “with thick brows and big eyes” ch. 96).

finally, the servant Baoyong may be no beauty, but he is more impressive 
/than ugly: “He was something over five feet tall, broad-shouldered and 
/ strongly built, with heavy brows and prominent eyes, a protruding 
i forehead, a long beard and a rough, dark complexion” (ß t'M S.R -fäW  ’
v-iw m m  • mmmm»wmmm • m i  »mm&im ch. 93,

Minford’s translation).
In the vast repertory of characters in this novel, the only person who 

,i$ explicitly described as being ugly is a highly peripheral character, the 
.servant Wang’er’s son, who is rumoured to have an ugly appearance 

:;;($ M tPĒ ch .7 2 ).
: f, Of course, the overwhelming amount of beautiful people in The 
‘Story o f the Stone is a product of artistic selection and does not reflect 

Vinid-18th century reality. The author may have chosen to write about 
'only beautiful people, or, more probably, he has written about all sorts 
,of people, but has chosen to restrict his descriptions of appearance to 
.the most attractive persons in his list of characters. In spite of the many 
remarkable descriptions of appearance in the novel, the looks of most 
characters are never described.

Two factors may have influenced this sort of artistic selection. First, 
there is a personal factor. The Story o f the Stone relates events that are 

, at least partly based on the author’s own lost youth. The novel is written 
, in hiś later years as a poor drunkard not far from Beijing. The beauty 
and the wealth of his younger years in Nanjing is long gone, and so are 

. most o f the people he knew then. The Story o f the Stone may be seen as 
an attempt to recapture - in an idealised way - some of that beauty.

, Second, there is a cultural factor. Beauty is a more common artistic 
subject matter than ugliness all over the world, but even more so in 
China than in the West. The contrast is especially evident in painting. 
(Goya’s Satyricon or some of Bosch’s paintings could hardly have been

Sortie editions have s m  or instead of mm and ffiH or)r5irL instead of M
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painted in traditional China. Apart from hell paintings that were designed 
to scare people away from evil deeds, traditional Chinese painters were 
almost exclusively concerned with beauty. In narrative literature, which 
is less occupied with static beauty than with dynamic (and hopefully 
exciting) plots, there is more room for ugliness, and Wu the elder 
f f )  in the novels Water Margin { 7 ^ ^ # ) )  and The Plum in the 
Golden Vase is certainly an ugly person. Even in literature, however, 
ugliness is there primarily in order to create a comic effect, and it is not 
common.

There is one type of character in Chinese literature, however, that is 
far from pretty. The Taoist classic Zhuangzi i  » contains a number
of descriptions of people who are ugly, crippled, one-legged, foot-less, 
toe-less, lip-less, with their necks and shoulders up above their heads 
and their hips up by their ribs etc. While certainly having a comic 
effect, their ugliness also has a deeper philosophical meaning. These 
people are usually said to be people who know the Way. They have 
transcended conventional values attached to beauty. The Way they know 
is not one of outward splendour, but of inner strength.

In later art and literature, the ugly sage becomes a common stereotype. 
Wise persons, whether Taoist or (especially Zen) Buddhist, are simply 
expected to be less than neat and pretty. Some of the paintings of 
Bodhidharma (who can hardly have been a great beauty after, as the 
story goes, having torn off his own eyelids to avoid falling asleep 
during meditation!) are good examples. While inheriting some of the 
ugliness of Zhuangzi’s cripples, however, this later stereotype often 
looks much more impressive and imposing despite, or even because of, 
its lack of beauty.

In The Story o f the Stone, the Buddhist monk and the Taoist priest 
who have chosen to enter into the World of Dust are examples of this 
conventional type. They behave like lunatics and are certainly not pretty: 
“the monk [was] scabby-headed and barefoot, the Taoist tousle-haired 
and limping” W M H Ø J k Æ  ’ ch. 1, Hawkes’
translation). At the same time, they certainly also look impressive. The 
riovel’s first description of their appearance is translated by Hawkes as 
“each of them remarkable for certain eccentricities of manner and
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appearance” and by Yang and Yang as “both of striking demeanour and 
; distinguished appearance” ch. 1). A verse
in chapter 25 elaborates on the impressive appearance of the Buddhist 
monk: “his nose was bulbous and his eyebrows long, his two eyes 

 : glittered with a starry light” Yang
and Yang’s translation16).

In chapter 2, the juxtaposition of decrepit ugliness and transcendental 
wisdom is even clearer, and this time without the impressive aspect. Jia 

’ Yucun accidentally runs "into the Temple of Perfect Knowledge 
; where an inscription makes him think that somebody inside the temple 
' may have “made a somersault” (|§?jif£4-)> i.e. been through frustrating 
life experiences that have made him look through the hollowness of 
worldly aspirations. The entrance to the temple, however, had fallen in, 
and the surrounding wall was in ruins (F^^HÜÜ! » JfiSf±Hfölfe). Inside 
the temple, Yucun only finds a senile old monk (HÜ^-Hlt) who is 

  deaf, dim-witted and toothless, whose tongue is dull and whose answers 
bear no relation to the questions asked ’ Ø r^
I^ØT^)- Yucun walks away in disgust, not realising - or so one 

, interpretation of the episode goes - that his concern with outward 
appearance has made him overlook the supreme wisdom hidden behind 

: this far from impressive surface.
- =. The stone that later enters the world as Jia Baoyu (or, alternatively, 
äs the jade Jia Baoyu had in his mouth when he was bom) is also 
originally big and clumsy, but with a considerable amount of spiritual 
insight. However, the monk uses magic - literally, “the art of illusion” 
£ j$ ī - to transform it into a small and beautiful jade. One of the 
contemporary commentators to The Story o f  the Stone says:17

After all, people of this world judge things according to what they
see.

16 Hawke s’ translation of m e m  [Ut, “nose like a hanging gallbladder”] as “a 
bptüe nose” fails to capture the essentially positive connotations of the Chinese expression.

17 Chan Hing-ho 1986:7.
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Later he adds:

After all, people of this world favour the false and not the real. As 
the saying goes: “You can sell three false ones in a day, but not a 
real one in three days.” True indeed!

° S S  : r — H Ä T H f l f i  • H H f ?
Ai—fBÄ ° J Wie °

According to these comments, the big and clumsy stone is transformed 
into a small and beautiful jade, and later - according to one interpretation 
- into the stunningly beautiful Jia Baoyu, in order to please the tastes of 
the novel’s readers.  

If this is correct, the choice of beauty as an almost exclusive focus of 
descriptions of appearance also has to do with the theme of reality and 
falsehood that runs through the novel. The author is not simply being 
nostalgic about his own youth, nor is he just being unconsciously 
influenced by Chinese artistic traditions. He is consciously creating a 
universe that he knows to be false, partly in order to win readers, but 
also in order to expose the emptiness of man’s attachment to beauty. 
Though in the end he is, perhaps, a little too strongly attached to this 
world of beauty himself to have much credibility as a mediator of 
transcendental wisdom.

Note, finally, that in none of the very few portrayals of ugly people 
in this novel are concrete details concerning their facial features (except 
hair and [lack of] teeth) as much as hinted at. Unfortunately, therefore, 
The Story o f  the Stone is not a good source for the perception of ugly 
faces among mid-17th century Chinese. It presents a wealth of material, 
however, about beauty.

POETIC CONVENTIONS OF FORM

If the ugly sages are conventional types, the icons of beauty are no less 
so. The descriptions of beautiful people are most often based on fixed 
formulas with slight variations. Both form and content are restricted by 
convention, and so are the ideas concerning the relation between



appearance and human character.
With regard to form, most of the descriptions follow strict rules of 

syntactic and semantic parallellism, including the requirement discussed 
above that parallel face-part terms must be taken from different face-part 
categories. The most common pattern consists of a series of four-character 
expressions. There are two basic subtypes:

In the first subtype, each four-character expression constitutes one 
whole containing two parallel parts, as in mei qīng mū xiü lit.
‘brows clear and eyes delicate’ (where each part consists of a face-part 
noun subject followed by a predicate; ch. 7) or ß n  miån zhü chūrī

lit. ‘white face and red lips’ (where each part consists of a face-part 
noun preceded by an attribute; ch. 7).

In the second subtype, each four-character expression is linked to 
another four-character expression by parallellism. Many of these double 
four-character expressions contain a face-part noun followed by one of 
the synonymous verbs rud ru t D or si iK ‘to be like’ and either a 
disyllabic noun, as in (15), or a verb-object construction, as in (16):

a s ) ®  tu  m  5  i  n  m  m
miån ru mei yu mū si mmg xīng
‘face like a beautiful jade, eyes like clear stars’ (ch. 15)

(16) ®  £n m  n
miån rü fu  ß n  chun rud shī zhī
‘[his] face [looked as fair] as if applied with powder, [his] lips [red]- 
as if covered by rouge’ (ch. 3)

But other pairs of four-character expressions are also common:

(17) M  m m  m  #  «  i  i
sāi ning xln li M ni é zhī
‘cheeks clad with fresh lychees [i.e. firm and fresh] and a nose 
smeared with goose-fat [i.e. white and shiny]’ (ch. 3)
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a s ) ®  @ m  m  *  &  : m
miän- mu ging- xiü shēn- duän jun- qiäo
‘face and eyes [i.e. appearance] clear and delicate, body pretty and 
charming’ (ch. 6)

There are also many parallel lines each of which consists of more than 
four characters. Some of these are expansions of otherwise typically 
four-character expressions:

(19) B & 4 1 fX t ñ -
miån rud zhöng- qiü zhī yué

AO in W RS! t I t
se ru chūrī- xiäo zhī hitā

‘a face like the mid-autumn moon, appearance like a spring-morning 
flower’ (ch. 3)

And some of them are themselves divisible into smaller chunks of four 
characters:

(20) m w  . * r̂ i , m  *
méi wān Hu- yé gāo diāo Häng shāo

g m f t  E ¥ t m H  ñ
mū héng dān- féng shén ning śān jiao

‘brows like willow-leaves hanging from high on the tips of two 
. branches, eyes like a red-headed phoenix glowing from all three 
comers’ (ch. 68)

But most of them are simply independent patterns of as many characters 
a line as the author has found use for:
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(21) - £ ñ Jū [ H %  ] IS
3*. shuāng dān- fin g śān jiäo yån

M m m m [ fiĒS m
Häng wān Hu- ye diåo- shāo méi

‘a pair of [triangular, i.e. almond-shaped] eyes like those of a phoenix 
with red head and wings, two bows of eyebrows [with hanging 
tips] like willow-leaves’ (ch. 3)18

(22) m u H m  m m m M
Häng wān si CÜ f i i  cu long yån méi

—  m  esr #  m & l i 1
y* shuāng si VXI f i i  x i . hån qing mu

"mist-wreathed brows that seemed to frown, yet were not firowning 
and passionate eyes that seemed to smile, yet were not smiling’ 
(ch. 3)

Parallel lines sometimes rhyme, as is arguably the case in (20), but this 
is not common. The rules of tone harmony found in poetry are not 
adhered to. Thus, these descriptions are not poems in the traditional 
sense, and the copiers of handwritten manuscripts never seem to employ 
the graphic conventions that they often use for setting poems apart from 
the main text. When David Hawkes in his translation chooses to set 
some of these descriptions apart from the main text and to make them 
rhyme like ordinary poems, he adds something to the text that was not 
originally there. The language of such parallel lines, however, is almost 
exclusively literary Chinese, as opposed to the more colloquial language 
found in the main text.

Descriptions of appearance often appear in a wider context, in which 
clothes, jewellery and the person’s character are also included; The full 
description of a person consists of three parts: IS

ISThe bracketed par ts are included in  som e manuscr ipts, but not iti other s.
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 1. Descriptions of clothes and jewellery (including hair style), almost 
always starting from the head and moving downwards.

2. Descriptions of bodily and facial appearance, often though far from 
always starting with the body, moving on to the head, the face, and 
finally parts of the face (including organs and hair located in the 
face).

3. Descriptions of the person’s character, sometimes followed by further 
comments.

Thus, descriptions tend to start with external accessories and end up 
with internal qualities. There are tendencies to parallellism in all parts, 
but most clearly in part 2. While parts 1 and 2 are always easily 
distinguishable, parts 2 and 3 are mostly interwoven, though almost 
always with a clear tendency to end up with a characterisation of inner 
qualities rather than purely external features.

The following description of Wang Xifeng (ch. 3) is atypical example:

i. ■ sLt mm g m ā * mm m>
mm ī r a  im  & •

m ± mm . s *
nm  mm m -mm m&wR&wtfzm&mæ m *

#  s* s m m m m u  m  *
T m .
‘On her head she had a gold-filigree tiara with jewels and pearls, 
coiled up by pearl-adorned hair-clasps in the form of five phoenixes 

facing the sun,
Round her neck she carried a red-gold necklet in the form of a 

coiling dragon with pearls and jades,
To her skirt were attached double rose-red jade pendants with 

pea-green tassels;
On her body she wore a close-fitting red satin jacket with gold
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thread butterflies and flowers,
She was draped in a turquoise cape with white squirrel linings 

and coloured silk embroideries,
She wore a skirt of kingfisher-blue crepe patterned with 

flowers

2 + 3. ’

fftfeJM :

With a pair of almond-shaped [lit. triangular] eyes like a 
red-headed phoenix,

And two bows of eyebrows with hanging tips like willow-leaves,
Of slender figure,
And seductive grace:
Since her powdered face had the charm of springtime, her awe

inspiring power did not reveal itself,
Before her crimson lips had even parted, her laughter was already 

audible.’

The semi-parallellism of all lines .of part-1 has been indicated graphically 
by grouping the Chinese characters according to the following pattern:

Place N + V of wearing + Attribute + N for clothes/accessories

All seven lines follow this pattern, except that line 2 lacks the initial 
. place noun. This parallellxsm comes out only partly in the translation, in 
;which the final noun is no longer final, and in which the two last lines 
lack a place noun corresponding to Chinese wäi ‘outside’ and xiå ~F 
.‘beneath’.

In parts 2 + 3, in which each couplet has strict paralleflism, only the 
last two lines explicitly refer to character traits (or at least traits of 
behaviour), though such traits may be implied even in the first lines,
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and concrete descriptions of facial features occur even in the last two 
lines.

In the following description of Xue Baochai (ch. 8). parts 2 and 3 are 
more clearly distinguished:

’
mm>

i w  mm •

'On her head was coiled a shining black bun,
She was wearing a light-green padded jacket,
A rose-red sleeveless jacket with gold-thread embroideries and 

snow-weasel fur lining,
And a padded skirt of leek-yellow silk,
Her clothes were none too new, and there was nothing ostantatious 

about her look

1. LL (ft

2. ’

‘... Her lips were red without make-up, 
Her brows were emerald without paint. 
Her face was like a silver plate,
Her eyes were like water apricots ... ’

3.

‘ Of few words and rare speech,
Others said she knew her place and followed the customs of the 

times,
She herself said she was hiding her stupidity and guarding her

simplicity.’
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This example shows the same tendencies to parallellism in part 1 as the 
example above, though the place noun column is only filled in the first 
line, the verb of wearing/attaching column only in the two first lines, 
and the last line breaks completely with the pattern. Again, each couplet 
in part 2 shows strict parallellism, as do the last two lines of part 3, 
while line 1 of part three has internal parallellism.

In the descriptions of Jia Yingchun and Jia Tanchun (ch. 3), part 1 is 
absent, while parts 2 and 3 are clearly distinguished. First Jia Yingchun:

2. U M  ’

‘Her skin was slightly plumpish,
And she was of medium height,
Her cheeks were clad with fresh lychees [i.e. firm and fresh],
And her nose was smeared with goose-fat [i.e. white and shiny]

3.

‘... Gentle, and demure,
She looked very approachable.’

Then Jia Tanchun:

2.

‘She had sloping shoulders and a slender waist, 
And she was tall of height,
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Her face was as round as a duck’s egg,
With pretty eyes and well-trimmed brows . . . ’

3.

1
. Her eyes were dancing and animated,

Her literary grace was resplendent.
Looking at her one forgot everything vulgar.’

In both these descriptions, the tendencies to parallellism is weaker, with 
only lines 3 and 4 of the first description exhibiting strict interlinear 1
parallellism. In addition, line 4 of the second description has intralinear |  
parallellism. There is also a tendency to parallellism between the two |  
descriptions (which occur close to each other in the text), especially |  
between the last lines of each description.

A few descriptions break the general pattern by placing the description 
of clothing behind the description of facial and bodily appearance, as in i| 
the descriptions of Jia Rong and Xiren. First Jia Rong:

2.

‘His face and eyes [i.e. appearance] were clear and delicate, 
His figure was handsome and charming . . . ’

1.
O

‘... With light furs and a jewelled girdle, 
Beautiful clothes and an elegant hat,’ (ch. 6)

Then Xiren:

2 .
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‘With a slender figure, 
And a long face

ÉTlferøf &  0

\ .. Wearing a silver-red jacket,
A sleeveless jacket of black satin,
And a pleated skirt of white silk damask.’ (ch. 26)

These are clearly exceptions, however, from a general pattern that puts 
strong limitations on the form of descriptions of a person’s appearance 
and clothing.

POETIC CONVENTIONS OF CONTENT

What, then, do all the beauties in The Story o f the Stone actually look 
ike? What is the ideal face for a mid-17th century Chinese? The answers 
to these questions have to take into account the shape and colour of the 
face and the face parts, as well as the character traits that they express.

With regard to shape, the faces of persons in the novel may be 
round, egg-formed or long. The round form is shared by Jia Baoyu 
(miån rud zhöngqiü zhī yué ‘face like the mid-autumn
moon’ ch. 3) and Xue Baochai Qian rud yinpén ‘face like a
silver plate’ ch. 8). The egg-formed shape is common to Jia Tanchun 
and the maid servant Yuanyang (yådån liånmiån røtilEJÉtlJ ‘face [as 
round as] a duck’s egg’ ch, 3 and 46) A long face is common to Jia 
Yun, the maid servant Xiaohong (who falls in love with Jia Yun), and 
Xiren (as seen by Jia Yun): rong chäng liän(miän) ^ēS tC ĪIū ) (ch. 24 
and 26). Though all these characters are good-looking, there is hardly 
any doubt that the beauty of faces increases with their roundness. This 
seems to be the case both for male and female characters. The ideal face 
as depicted in The Story o f the Stone seems to deviate from the ideal of 
the Complete Compendium, according to which “the face should be 
long and rectangular” ch. 3 p, 2).
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Both Jia Yucun and the fat and stupid maid servant Simple have 
broad faces (miån kud M Ø  ch. I and 73). But while this is seen as a 
positive trait in the former, it is clearly a negative trait in the latter, 
perhaps because she is a girl, and because it adds to her fatness;

Having a straight nose (;zhi bi SjCj^ ch. 1) like Jia Yucun seems to be 
a positive trait, as does having a high (i.e. highrooted) nose (gāogāo de 
bizi iS p S K JIT 1 ch. 46) like Yuanyang. Having a nose with a bulbous 
tip, a “nose like a hanging gall-bladder” (bi rü xuändän as
do the mythical Buddhist monk ch. 25 and Jia Baoyu ch. 3 [only in the 
1784 edition is clearly considered both impressively beautiful
and very auspicious. The Complete Compendium states repeatedly that 
such a trait brings wealth and rank (fugui I lf i t )  and glory and splendour 
(.ronghuå ^|lpf) (ch. 3 p. 20-22).

Having what is perceived as a “rectangular" (i.e. broad and thick) 
mouth (koufāng W jv ch. 1) like Jia Yucun also seems to be a good 
thing, and the same applies to his well-balanced cheeks (quån sāi 
ch. 1). The Complete Compendium agrees that a “rectangular” mouth is 
good: “the mouth should be rectangular and big” ( %  ch. 2 p. 
2). For some reason, the physiognomists consider such a mouth to 
speak truthfully: “a mouth that is rectangular like the character US [‘four’] 
is trustworthy and truth-inclining” (P lf r  ch. 3 p. 31). Though
the irony may be unintended, the name of the person with this ostensibly 
truthful mouth has been paronomastically interpreted as jiäyü cün 
#  ‘fictitious stories recorded’19 or even ‘false words survive’, and Jia 
Yucun is not exactly a paragon of truthfulness.

As for eyes and eyebrows, Wang Xifeng’s phoenix eyes20 and her 
brows like willow leaves21 are obviously conceived of as being dazzlingly 
beautiful. The physiognomic implications of her appearance have been 
discussed above. Her good looks do not prevent her from being ill-fated. 
The same is true of Third Sister You, who also has “willow brows”

19 W u Sh ih-ch ‘ang 1961:65 (n, 4).

20 I .e. slanting eyes, dånféng y&n ch . 3, in  many editions phoen ix eyes with
sharp ed ges: dånféng sānjiāo yan  F BH —

21 Liuyé méi f f lM M  ch. 3, in  m any ed it ions br ows lik e willow leaves hanging from 
the tips o f the branches: liuyé diåoshåo méi
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(Jiuméi jß M  ch. 65), but who kills herself after having been left by her 
-fiancé.

In the case of Lin Daiyu, the beauty of her frowning (cü or pin 
If)  brows is similar to the beauty of her sickliness, being a direct 
expression of her constantly worrying nature. The same is true of the 
actress Lingguan, whose ‘brows [were] frowning like mountains in 
spring’, and whose ‘eyes [were] frowning like autumn waters’ (M ü l#  
[Il ’ BUiWffefc), and her comportment is explicitly compared to Lin 
Daiyu’s (ch. 30). The physiognomic implications of
-this trait have been discussed above.

Jia Yucun’s “sword brows” (jiånméi M M  ch. 1) are also considered 
both beautiful and auspicious (cf. Complete Compendium ch. 3, p. 9),

With regard to colour, the ideal is clearly to have as one’s natural 
colour the colours that are associated with the best types of make-up, 
without having to use that make-up. As for the skin of the face, the 
most attractive colour seems to be the white colour of face powder. 
This is the natural colour of the face of at least three boys: Jia Baoyu 
(M $P#lø  ch. 3), Qin Zhong ($0-® ch. 7), and Jiang Yuhan 
ch. 93). It is harder to say if  Wang Xifeng’s face (5£0® ch. 3) is natural 
or a result of powdering. A different way of describing the same white 
colour occurs in the expression “a face brighter [lit. whiter] than the full 
moon” (® £ n ü fH H Ö  ch. 63), said of the actress Fangguah.

The freshness associated with spring flowers is used in descriptions 
that may have to do with the light red colour in a healthy and animated 
face. This is the case with Jia Baoyu ch. 3 and
% ch. 15) and Wang Xifeng ch. 3 and
Jtffech. 68).

The colour of Yingchun’s face seems to be whiter and more shining, 
with cheeks like fresh lychees (1111111^1! ch. 3) and a nose like soap 
made from goose fat (J$M$§Sh  ch. 3).

In descriptions of the brows, the lips and hair, the ideal is also to 
have naturally what others may achieve by applying make-up or (in the 
ease of the hair at the temples) using a knife. In these traits, there is a 
certain similarity between Baoyu, whose brows look as if they have 
been painted with ink (M SPSIS ch. 3) and whose lips look as if they
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have been coloured with rouge ( # ^ x$S1Jb  ch. 3), and Baochai, whose 
lips are red without the use of rouge, and whose brows are emerald 
green without the use of paint ’ M ^ J IW § ? c h 8). Similar
lips are foundm  the actor Jiang Yuhan, whose lips look as if they have 
been painted red ch. 93, some editions have ‘cinnabar’
instead of ̂  ‘red; Vermillion’) and Qin Zhong, who simply has red (or 
vermillion) lips (/fclf ch. 7). As for temple hair, Baoyu’s looks as if it 
has been'cut with a knife (§i^EĪ7JM ch. 3), while Baochai’s seems to 
be a little less stiff ( f f®  ch. 97). Hair on the head should be as black 
and shining as possible, like Hongyu’s (MMM ffiMM , other editions 

ch. 24), Yuanyang’s C !r?ÉgIll ch. 46) or Fangguan’s 
ch. 58), though the blonde girl from the West (lit. ‘yellow 

hair’ j l t l i t f l  ch. 52) is also judged to be exceedingly beautiful.
Beautiful eyes may be shining like stars, as those of Jia Yucun (MSS 

ch. 1) and the Prince of Bei-jing (üföB^M  ch. 15). Jia Baoyu’s eyes 
are also shining, but more than that: they are shining black, as were 
they painted using black lacquer (§ $ P I ! t^  ch. 15). Furthermore, Jia 
Baoyu has limpid eyes, or more literally “eyes like autumn waves” (Ut 

ch. 3). The image of autumn waters is used to describe the 
moist eyes of several girls in the novel: Lingguan (eyes frowning like 
autumn waters ch. 30), Fangguan (eyes clearer than autumn
waters ch. 63), and Third Sister You (autumn-water
eyes ^7RE3K ch. 65).

However, beauty is not just a question of external features, but just 
as much of character traits associated with these features. Although the 
authors do not seem to assume a strong correlation between facial features 
and (good or bad) fate, and although there are cases where a correlation 
between facial features and character is explicitly denied, the connection 
between appearance and character is probably much closer in a novel 
like this than in real life. The only character in the novel who is explicitly 
said to have an ugly face, the son of Wang’er, is also known to drink 
and gamble. Jia Huan, whom we suspect of being far from handsome, is 
one of the few characters that is almost entirely devoid of sympathetic 
traits. Of Jia Baoyu it is said that his inborn unconventional ways are 
gathered in the tip of his eyebrows, and that his many everyday worries
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are concentrated in the comer of his eyes '
. ch.  3). To be sure, appearances can be 
'misleading, as we have seen above. By and large, however, The Story o f 
the Stone does treat appearance as being an outward manifestation of 
personality and character. All the beautiful people also have wonderful 
(if not always sympathetic) personalities.

The most celebrated psychological feature described in the novel is 
the strong emotionality found both in the main protagonist Jia Baoyu 
and in his beloved cousin Lin Daiyu. Baoyu’s limpid eyes and dark and 
clear-cut eyebrows are beautiful primarily because of their expressive 
force. The same holds for Daiyu’s “mist-wreathed brows [which] at 
first seemed to frown, yet were not frowning” and “her passionate eyes 
[which] at first seemed to smile, yet were not merry”
MM * — @ ch. 3, Hawkes’ translation).

Both Baoyu and Daiyu carry emotions that do not fit into conventional 
society. That is what the author likes about them, that is what they like 
about each other, and that is what Chinese readers- have admired ever 
since. During the 19th century, looking ill and tearful like Lin Daiyu 
became a fashion among young upper-class girls. Like the image of the 
ugly sage discussed above, the strong emotionality of Baoyu and Daiyu 
is an instance of a seemingly unconventional feature that.has become a 
conventional object of admiration. Actually, the idealisation of emotions 
(ging 'fit) became conventional long before The Story o f the Stone was 
written.22

I have already mentioned that the appearance of most characters in 
The Story o f the Stone has been left undescribed (or described in general, 
abstract terms like mei H  ‘beautiful’, fib? ^  ‘handsome’, and xiii f f  
‘pretty, delicate’). Most descriptions of appearance relate to young female 
characters with whom Baoyu is very intimate or boys or young men to 
whom he feels an attraction, probably homosexual: Qin Zhong, the 
Prince of Bei-jing, and Jiang Yuhan. We also get a few words about Jia 
Yucun and Jia Yun in the chapters in which they fall in love. The very 
fact that a person’s appearance is described at all seems to indicate that 
there is some kind of erotic theme attached to him or her. With the

22Cf. W ang 1994 and Li 1993.
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single exception that Grandmother Jia’s temple hair is described as. 
silvery grey (M M tUM  ch. 3), the appearance of older members of the 
Jia family is never offered as much as a word of description.23

T h e  P s y c h o l o g y  o f  t h e  C h in e s e  F a c e

While appearance primarily has to do with static and slow signals, 
facial expressions have to do with rapid signals. These are more obviously 
expressive than the static and slow ones, since what they express are 
not permanent qualities, but qualities that change just as rapidly as the 
signals themselves: emotions.

To what extent are facial expressions and their relation to specific 
emotions universal? This question has intrigued scholars ever- since 
Charles Darwin proposed that most expressions are in fact shared by all 
people irrespective of race and culture.2- Many have disagreed With 
him, though in the past few decades the case for a high degree of 
universality has been supported by several concrete studies based on 
experimental research.25

When reading The Story o f  the Stone, a westerner soon discovers 
that he is able to recognise and understand many, perhaps most of the 
facial expressions described. When the characters of this novel blush, 
for instance, it is usually because they feel embarrassed, though the 
reasons for their embarrasment may differ from those common in the 
West. However, he will also discover expressions that he hardly knows 
from his own culture, such as the habit of sticking one’s tongue out 
when, one is overwhelmed by fear. To some extent, therefore, facial 
signals and their interpretation must be learned.

In a modem culture, one would probably have preferred to study 
facial expressions by making video recordings of people in interaction.

23T he fr ightening appear ance o f  ghosts and monster s is, however , descr ibed sever al 
t im es. Their  fa ces are thr ee t im es descr ibed as b ein g gr een  {qlng ch. 25, 39, 81, plus 
the colour  ter m “ghost-face gr een” gutliänqmg ch. 41) and once as bein g yellow
(huäng Sa ch. 102. Their  hair  or  beard m ay b e r ed {häng £L  ch. 39 ,1 0 2 ) or  wh ite (bdi g  
ch. 25).

24 Dar win  1872 actually d iscu sses the occur r ence o f sever a l exp r essions in  var ious 
r aces, see for  instance h is long d iscussion  on  b lushing (p. 315-320).

23 See. for  instance, Ekman & Fr iesen 1975.
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If we want to study pre-modem Chinese culture, that option is not open.
’ A novel obviously provides less accurate data than a video camera. At 
- best, it gives us the selection of facial expressions that have been noticed 
' by the author, that he has been able to find words for, and that he has 
judged to be worthy of description. Just as the almost exclusive focus 
on stunningly beautiful people does not mean that all mid-17th century 
Chinese were pretty, so the descriptions of rapid facial signals may also 

. have been stylised and distorted as a result of personal, cultural and 
' artistic factors.
. There is, however, a marked difference between descriptions of 
appearance and descriptions of facial expressions. The former are mostly 
written in literary Chinese in a semi-poetic style with strict syntactic 
and semantic parallellism, quite a few rhymes, and many fixed patterns,

. while the latter are dominated by colloquial Chinese, with little use of 
i, poetic effects like parallellism and rhyme, and without fixed patterns of 
description. Descriptions of facial expressions, therefore, belong to a 
much more realistic mode of writing than the highly stylised descriptions 
of appearance. The semi-poetic style is not entirely absent even in 
descriptions of facial expressions, and literary four-character expressions 
are still often clearly preferred over less formalised descriptions. Some 
of the four-character expressions even show internal parallellism (like 
Han hong er chi ‘face red and ears red’ ch. 71) or occur in
parallel series (like Häng jiä wei hong, shuāng mou ādi se ’

Ü  ‘two cheeks slightly red, two eyes [lit. pupils] somewhat dry’ 
ch. 100). In general, however, both form and content of passages 
describing facial expressions are much less bound by convention than 
descriptions of appearance. They may be assumed to be far more realistic, 
though obviously less realistic than a video camera.

A novel also gives us something that a video camera could hardly 
provide. It gives us a part of the cultural filter through which facial 
expressions are perceived. A video camera might help us record a certain 
variation in the facial colour associated with anger. But it would hardly 
help us classify these variations and give them culturally valid labels 
like “red”, “yellow”, “white” and “green”. In The Story o f the Stone, all 
these colours are included in descriptions of anger:
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dū qi hong le Hån M  ‘felt so wronged that her face turned
red’ (ch. 59),

qi huång le Hån M W T M  ‘got so angry his face turned yellow’ (ch. '
9),

qi bāl le liän Ä Ö T M ? ‘got so angry their faces turned white5 (ch.

71)5 _
qi de yån hong miån qlng ‘so angry that her eyes

turned red and her face green’ (ch. 60, only Royal Household 
edition and 1784 edition

The vast array of rapid facial signals may at first look confusing. 
However, most signals fall within one of the following categories:

1. change of colour
2. emission of fluid
3. muscular activity

Only a few signals fall entirely outside these categories, as for instance > 
the expression mäo få  dāoshü referring to the “standing up”
of hair (both on the head and the body) associated with intense fear.

Rapid facial signals may be spontaneous or volitional. Blushing is a 
typical example of a spontaneous signal, while sticking one’s tongue 
out to express fear is an example of a volitional signal. The distinction 
is gradient. The most typically spontaneous expressions involve either 
changes in facial colour (sometimes accompanied by swollenness and a 
change in skin temperature) or emission of fluid (like sweating or shedding 
tears). Such features are more or less beyond one’s control. Muscular 
reactions like frowning or staring are easier to control, though they also 
often occur spontaneously. The more explicitly communicative a 
muscular reaction is, the higher the degree of volition. For instance, 
pouting one’s lips to point the way (nā zuifr) ch. 7, 36, 64, 67,
82, 89, 96, 109, ch. 109) is more clearly volitional than doing
more or less the same thing as a reaction after having been unrightly 
accused ( J u ē  zut W-M ch. 19, 91 [only some editions]). A muscular
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don that involves contact between two different body parts, such as 
•covering one’s face with one’s hands (or a handkerchief), is more clearly 
volitional than one that does not.

CHANGE OF COLOUR

There are two types of facial colour change, one occurring on the skin 
of the face, and one occurring in the eyes.

  Face colour
Changes of face colour are perceived as a very central aspect of facial 
expressions, so central that words seemingly referring to face colour 
(Jiånsé SstÉL, miånsé īfrfe, qisé shénsé qingse fjffā  or
most often simply se füs) are more frequently used to refer to facial 
expressions in general. For instance, the distinction between yuånsé 

‘resentful look’ (ch. 2), nusé ‘angry look’ (ch, 35, 55, 77), lisé 
M ñ  ‘stern look’ (ch. 2 , 19), kuisē 'fit#! ‘embarrassed look’ (ch. 69), 
qiésé fé-fe ‘timid look’ (ch. 44), zhéngsé JE fe ‘stem look’ (ch.. 36, 41, 
73, 79, 94, 95, 97), yuésé fj&fe ‘happy look’ (ch. 68), and rise 
‘delighted look’ (ch. 35, 119) is not simply based on colour, but on the 
whole range of facial signals associated with each emotion. In fact, 
most words seemingly referring to face colour are never used with 
colour terms at all, only with terms for various psychological qualities:

zhåo le m o  de qisé ‘angry look’ (ch. 10)
qisé pingding le ‘his face looked calmer’ (ch. 10)

..shénsé congmång ‘hurried look’ (ch. 82)
shénsé huānghüffii&i fc%  ‘absentminded look’ (ch. 119) 
qingse rud chi 5® ‘stupid look’ (ch. 70)

They may also be used in descriptions of unspecified changes in facial 
expression (probably including face colour), mostly associated with anger, 
fear or health condition:

  qisé gēngbiān (ch. 74)
shénsé géngbiån (ch. 101)
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biån se (ch. 79, 81, 104)

The verb (geng)biån (H )Ü  simply means ‘to change’, and the contextj 
usually indicates the nature of the change. |

Apart from the simple term se “fe and the ambiguous term yånsé M 
 fe (which may mean either ‘facial expression’ or ‘colour’), however, . 
the various terms with sé fä  never seem to be used in descriptions of 
emotionally determined face colour as such.

When that is said, however, concrete descriptions of changes in face 
colour are extremely numerous. Most descriptions use colour terms, but 
some use similes involving colour: yånsé ru xué ‘face colour
like snow’ (ch. 97).

The most common colour involved is red. When a face turns red, 
that usually signals some kind of embarrassment: one blushes. The red 
colour comes from a reflexive diffusion' of blood into the veins found 
just beneath the face skin. At its most intense, the red colour may cover 
both face and ears (Han hong er chi ‘face red and ears red’
ch. 19, miån hong er chi ‘face red and ears red’ ch. 71, er
m iänßihöng  ‘ears and face crimson’ ch. 80), though more
commonly it is simply said to cover the face (liån hong M U , miån 
hong ® ££ etc.).

Within the face, the cheeks seem to be the part most closely associated ’ 
with this change of colour: Häng jiå w ii hong ‘both cheeks
turned slightly red’ (ch. 100), Häng jiå höngchäo ‘both cheeks
reddened’ (ch. 109), Häng quän höngchi M II& E # ‘both cheeks turned 
red’ (ch. 97), sai shäng tönghong ‘the cheeks turned completely
red’ (ch. 34). The combination of cheeks and ears also occurs: dāi śāl 
lian er tönghöng ‘both cheeks and ears were completely
red’ (ch. 23).

The depth of the colour reflects the depth of the feeling, from pink 
(as in the expression fen  miån hån xiü  ‘face pink with
embarrassment’, ch. 24) through different shades of red (wéi hong 
‘slightly reå \ fēihong ‘crimson’, tönghöng H jH  ‘completely red’ 
in addition to just hong chi få  or höngchi fSLfå ‘red’) to purple (zi
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Thé depth of the red colour may be stronger in the middle of the 
cs|hari at the peripheries, as expressed by the term höngyün £EJt. 

The red colour often and the violet colour always occur along with 
word for “swollen”: höngzhäng U Ś Ī  ‘red and swollen’ (ch. 6, 25)

‘ jSCSR ch. 30), zīzhāng (ch. 32, 71, 74, 94,110, also written ^
: ch. 30, 31, 44), liån hong tou zhang (ch. 29), liån zkång

wng S t ŚIŚIRĪ ‘face swollen and completely red’ (ch. 120), 
reflecting the fact that the blood in the veins also makes the face skin 
look swollen. The rise in temperature accompanying the diffusion of 
good into the veins is also sometimes made explicit, as in the expression

Rhong er re ‘face red and ears hot’ (ch. 109) and the
ing sentence:

| 3 ) .......L ' ± - i ö .
.• . her heart started beating and her face felt hot, unavoidably also

% turning re d ... ’ (ch. 87)

The link between the red colour and the feeling of embarrassment usually 
has to be inferred by the reader, though sometimes it is made explicit, 
.as in the expression xiühöng H &T ‘red with embarrassment’ (ch. 30, 
80) or numerous expressions consisting of the Stative verb xiü ü  + the 
complementiser de #  (or (ft) + a complement describing face colour, 
e.g. xiü de Han shäng tönghöng ‘so embarrassed that his
face turned completely red’ (ch. 32). Sometimes the more vague term 
“distressed” (ji jit) is used rather than “embarrassed” (xiü H ).

In addition to embarrassment, pent-up feelings of anger may also 
result in red face colour: du qi hong le lion I k  ‘felt so wronged
that her face turned red’ (ch. 59). Quite often, embarrassment and anger
are combined: you xiü ydu q i ... biē de liån zīzhāng X ü jZM*...... I®

‘she got both embarrassed and angry ... and unable to give 
vent to her feelings, her face turned purple’ (ch. 71).

The most common colour mentioned in connection with anger, 
however, is yellow: liån döu qi huång le ‘his face got all
yellow from anger’ (ch. 29), qi de huång le Mān ‘so angry
his face turned yellow’ (ch. 31), ai de miån ru jīnzhi ‘so
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angry his face was like gold-leaf (ch. 33). This colour, which Western 
culture hardly perceives as signalling anger, has the yellowish skin 
colour of the Mongoloid race as its basis. In The Story o f the Stone, a 
face without rouge and powder is considered to be yellow: ye hu shī 
zhißn, huänghuäng liänr ’ SfUfl&inL ‘without rouge and
powder, with a yellow face5 (ch. 44). During anger, therefore, the face 
is not only seen as turning yellow, but more intensely yellow than 
usual.

The colour yellow may, however, also be associated with fear: xid de 
huång le Han # # S t f T lÉ  ‘got so scared her face turned yellow’ (ch. 
73), Han döu hü huång le ‘their faces turned yellow from
fear’ (ch. 82), miän j ū  tusé HfåPzfl®} ‘his/her face had the colour of the 
earth’ (ch. 85, 93,105). In this case, the term yellow probably indicates 
paleness, and fear is also associated with the loss of face colour: hū de 
miän shāng shī se I jS ^ ü L L ^ fe  ‘so scared that his face lost colour’ 
(ch. 102).

The colour white, however, is only associated with anger, not with 
fear: qi de lian bai qi yē ‘so angry that her face turned
white and her breath began choking’ (ch. 55), qi bai le Hån M É T S É  
‘got so angry their faces turned white’ (ch. 71).

The colour green may be associated with anger: qi de yän hong miän 
qīng M f ö i l ill [fl W ‘so angry that her eyes turned red and her face 
green’ (ch. 60 [only Royal Household edition and 1784 edition
W M ^ ]) . Intense grief is once described as resulting in a green-yellow 
(qtnghudng y f f f  ch. 97) face colour. In these and some other cases, 
however, it is not clear to what extent the colour term is meant to be 
descriptive of an actual change of face colour occurring. Colour terms 
may also be hyperbolic expressions used to describe emotional intensity,: 
as in the English expression green with envy. 2

2. Eye colour
The colour of the eyes is also considered to be expressive. As in the 
case of words seemingly referring to face colour, however, the term 
literally referring to eye colour, yånsé(r) SMfefJE), has little or nothing 
to do with actual changes in eye colour. It refers instead to hints of
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intended meaning usually communicated through eye movements. The 
expressions shiyånsé(r) (lit ‘send eye colour’ (ch. 4, 6, 21,
22,:24 etc.), diyånsé (lit. ‘pass eye colour’ ch. 6, 40) and jiāng
yänse yi diü ( lit ‘throw eye colour’ ch. 33 [only 1784
edition and 1791 edition H ^ P ^ ])  all refer to eye movements
that give hints concerning matters that cannot, usually for social reasons, 

'he'expressed in language. The idiom kan yånsé H  (lit. ‘look at eye 
colour’ ch. 43, 80) refers to the attempt to interpret such hints.26

As for real changes in eye colour, the most commonly occurring 
.̂change is a reddening of the eyes. This most often happens when tears 

'are shed or when one is on the verge of shedding tears. In most cases, 
Only the rim of the eyes is mentioned (yäriquänr hong le IHffiJrEÉIT 
ch. 11, yänjmgquänr höng le ch. 23), but there are also

•many cases in which the eyes as such are referred to (yänjmg höng le 
ch. 26, kū de yän höng ‘cried so that her eyes

turned red’ ch; 107), and in One case it is the upper eyelid that turns red 
and swollen (yänpäo höngzhöng BStSSCSS ch. 116). Swollenness 
commonly occurs along with this tearful redness of the eyes (yän 
hönghöng de zhöng le I j l iH H fö K T  ‘her eyes were so red that they 
got swollen’ ch. 69), and it also often occurs on its own (yänjmg zhöng 
zhe ch. 44) or along with a reddening of the cheeks (yän
Zhöng śāl höng SEJffiMåT ch. 119), though for some reason never with 
the reddening of the rim of the eyes. Sometimes the cheeks or the face 
as a whole turn red along with the rim of the eyes (yänquän wei höng, 
shuāng sāi dai chi SHSrø&I * ‘the rim of the eyes slightly
fed, and the two cheeks a Tittle red’ ch. 34; ba Han qué y i höng, yänquänr 
yé höng le — %L » SHIllÄ'tMCT ‘his face turned red, and the
nm of his eyes also turned red’ ch. 68).

In a couple of cases, red eyes do not signify tearfulness, but rather 
anger, as in the situation where Jia Zheng almost has his son beaten to 
death: yän döu hongzī le ‘his eyes turned a reddish purple’
(ch. 33). This may also lie behind the expression yän nei chü huö ĪH 
fB^C lit ‘fire came out from within his eyes’ (ch. 57). * 66

*
m

6 The wor d yånsé Ig-fe is a lso used in another  more abstract meaning in  the expr ession  
méi yansé Ä lU fe  ‘fail to show an under standing o f how one should behave’ (ch. 40 ,5 5 ,
66, 68), which  has nothing to do with  concr ete facial expr essions.
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EMISSION OFFLUIDS

The definitely most common form of facial fluid described in The Story 
o f the Stone comes from the eyes: the shedding of tears. According to 
the author of the early 20th century novel Travels o f Lao Can 
IB)) , Liu E, “Cao Xueqin projected his tears into The Red Chamber 
Dream" , preface), and the descriptions
of tears are indeed numerous. Sometimes tears appear along with snivel 
running from the nose: yånléi hiti kū chüläi ‘cried cut
with both tears and snivel1 (ch. 55).

The only other form of facial fluid described is sweat ji de yi Hån 
hån ‘so distressed that your face is filled with sweat1 (ch.
32). Apart from tears, therefore, emission of fluids is not a common 
signal of emotions.

While there are quite a few descriptions of people spitting both at 
each other and elsewhere to express contempt, this can hardly be classified 
as emission of fluid, since the saliva is already there, and the emotional 
response lies in the muscular activity bringing it out of the mouth.

MUSCULAR ACTIVITY

Muscular activity may occur almost instinctively, with no communicative 
intention (like spontaneous laughter or like the dumbstruck expression 
often accompanying fear), or it may be actively used to express one’s 
feelings (like the glances sent back and forth between two persons who 
like or love each other). Even the most instinctive expressions, however, 
are usually easier to control than changes in face colour or emission of 
fluids.

1. Laughing and smiling 
If there is much shedding of tears in The Story o f the Stone, there is 
even more laughing and smiling. The character xiåo ‘laugh; smile’ 
occurs 3750 times in the novel, in average more than 30 times per 
chapter! Sometimes its occurrence seems quite unmotivated, especially 
in many of the 2234 instances of the phrase ‘said with a smile’ 
(and numerous instances of constructions likexido shuö (dåo) 5̂ |& (3i 
‘said with a smile’, xiåo wén (dåo) ‘asked with a smile’, xiåo
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dā dåo ‘answered with a smile5, xiåo hm dåo ‘reported
with a smile’, xiåo räng dåo 5̂ ~lSI$Ét ‘shouted with a smile’, xiåo quån 
dåo%SftH ‘implored with a smile’, and xiåo ming ‘ordered with 
a smile’). Some of these seemingly unmotivated smiles and laughs may 
beidue to politeness or attempts to avoid unpleasant feelings. Still, the

„ question remains why so many of the novel’s utterances are accompanied 
by smiles.

p rO n e  possible explanation is that all the exaggerated smiling is included 
by the author(s) in order to create a superficial gaiety beneath which the 
sad and tragic events of The Story o f the Stone unfold. If this interpretation 
is correct, the frequent smiling has to do with the theme of reality and 
falsehood that runs through the novel, in much the same way as the 
focus on beauty discussed above. Throughout the novel, the author 
consciously creates a superficial world of gaiety that he knows to be 
false, perhaps in order to expose the hollowness of man’s attachment to 
the pursuit of happiness. Lu Xun (1992:212) notes that in the novel, “a 
mist of sadness covers all the flowers and trees, but only Baoyu inhales 
and perceives it”
A H E ).27 All the smiling may be seen as an outward expression of a 
resistance against taking in the sadness that permeates life. One interesting 
example of interplay between sighs and smiles occurs in chapter 78, 
just after Baoyu’s maid Qingwen has died:

• m m m : r
- - 7 si ’ Ä ^ » & A £ 7  • j « t t i m m :
M • J xmm  ; r» tP Ē A t:7  ! J ’

i  m m -
m ’ i ö M T '  J

ä ‘Qiuwen recognised the red trousers [that Baoyu was wearing] as 
Qingwen’s handiwork and said with a sigh\ “W e  should keep those 

’  trousers. As the saying goes, ‘the objects remain, but the person is 
  ! gone’.” Sheyue said quickly with a smile: “That is Qingwen’s 

handiwork.” And added with a sigh: “Truly ‘the objects remain, 
but the person is gone’.” Qiuwen nudged Sheyue and said with a
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smile-. “Those trousers, along with the green jacket and the blue
boots, make his [i.e. Baoyu’s] black hair and snow-white complexion 
look even better.’” (italics mine)

After each sigh follows a smile, in one instance quickly, in another 
instance along with a nudge that Hawkes’ translation makes almost 
overly explicit: “Musk [i.e. Qiuwen] nudged her reprovingly and tried 
to change the subject.” In this specific case, it is quite clear that the 
smiles appear in order to fight off the sadness implied by the sighs. It is 
less obvious,- but still possible, that a vast number of the thousands of 
smiles in the novel have a similar function.

The novel contains all sorts of laughing and smiling, from the polite 
smile (péixiåo 83 instances) to the roaring laughter (dåxiåo ^ 5̂ =, 
31 instances). They may express a wide range of emotions, from different 
degrees and variants of happiness to cold cynicism (the term léngxiåo 

‘sneer; laugh scornfully’ occurs 113 times!).
All kinds of smiling and laughter involve muscular activity around 

the mouth. The mouth itself, however, is seldom mentioned, except in 
general descriptions such as köu nei xiåo dåo   (ch. 21, 57) or
köu nei xiäo shuö   (ch. 54, 57, 60) ‘said with his/her mouth
smiling/laughing’, köu nei xiåo må   ‘cursed with a laugh from
her mouth’ (ch. 38). The only expression that refers to a specific type of 
muscular activity around the mouth is mm (zhe) zui(r) xiåo ®(^f)B!t 
(Jg)H  ‘to smile with one’s lips closed together’ (18 instances). This 
way of smiling is considered a virtue of young women, since it does not 
expose the teeth.

To the extent that any part of the face is involved in descriptions of 
laughter, it is more commonly the eyes and the brows (méi kai yån xiao 

‘witb open brows and laughing eyes; beam with joy’ ch. 6, 
37, 43, 49,117,119), the cheeks (såi shång si xiåo bü xiåo 
5̂  ‘with his cheeks seemingly smiling but not really smiling’ ch. 23) or 
the face as a whole ('man Hån shi xiåo ‘smiles all over his
face’ ch. 24, xiåorong mān miån ‘smiles all over his face’
ch. 84, 85, yäng miån då xiåo ‘raised his head in roaring
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laughter’ ch. 119). Scornful laughter often passes through the nose 
^sometimes referred to as the nostrils) rather than the mouth:

V bfzi li xiåo le yi shēng ®  ‘laughed through the nose’
(ch. 25)

biz i lī xiåo yi xiåo 
25)

‘laughed through the nose’ (ch.

bikong lī chi le Häng shēng J I  īL ®  II#7  M S  ‘sneered a couple of 
times through the nostrils’ (ch. 80) 

zåi biziyan lī xiåo le yi shēng ®  ‘laughed through
the nostrils’ (ch. 82)

The Story o f the Stone makes no explicit distinction between the smile 
..-(which is primarily a visual phenomenon) and laughter (which is primarily 
.auditive, though most often also including visual features similar to 
those of the smile). The Chinese term xiåo is neutral with respect to 
this distinction, and it is often difficult to know whether the characters 

-of the novel are laughing or smiling.

2. Staring and glaring
The single most expressive part of the face is the eyes. The Complete 
Compendium (preface, p. 6) says:

If you want to know what goes on in someone’s mind [heart], 
you only need to look at the clarity of the expression of his eyes. 
The eyes are the doors of the mind [heart].

The range of emotions that The Story o f the Stone explicitly associates 
.with the eyes, however, are surprisingly few. The vast majority of cases 
..concerns either anger or fear.

The most common expression for both anger and fear is described as 
ding ‘to open one’s eyes wide; stare; glare’. One may be “so frightened 
 that one’s eyes go wide open” ch. 117) or “so angry
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that one’s eyes go wide open” I t i ^  ch. 111). In the
case of anger, the staring or glaring may be transitive, as when one 
stares at somebody from hatred ch. 77). The eyes may
be so wide open that their white parts become unusually prominent, one; 
looks at somebody “with the white of the eye” ch. 119). In
one case, wide-open eyes (combined with an open mouth) do not express 
fear or anger, but sexual arousal and erotic anticipation, as when Xue 
Pan is riding a horse, looking for what he wrongly believes to be his 
homosexual partner ch. 47).

Quite often the staring or glaring occurs along with other facial 
expressions, most commonly with the dumbstruck, stiff or wooden 
expression referred to as dāi ife. The common expression mū ding'kou 
dāi ‘eyes staring and mouth gaping’ occurs three times (ch.
1, 33, 94), all signifying fear, while the variant mu deng köu wāi ‘eyes 
staring and mouth askance’ M it D l l  occurs once (ch. 33), signifying 
anger. It is not entirely clear which emotional reaction leads Jia Baoyu 
to be “dumbstruck for quite some time, his eyes staring [emptily]” (Bf 
3FBRÄT^B|SI ch. 91). .

While the term deng SU always seems to have some emotional content, 
the term zhēng If- ‘open one’s eyes’ is more descriptive, but may also 
be used to signify strong anger, as when Qingwen’s phoenix eyes go 
wide [lit. round] open (JESS!® li* ch. 52). The verb sku H , lit. ‘to erect’ 
may be used about scared eyes (M B S S S  ch. 105, Ä B E Ä S  ch. I l l ) ,  
while the verb U  a l , lit. ‘to raise; to erect’, is used to signify anger ( a L  

ch. 74). The expression chin mū means ‘to
stare angrily’ (ch. 7).

The expression shl yånsé {jĒUIfā ‘give hints with the eyes’ has 
already been discussed above. The term chöu yi yån fift—0^ ‘cast a 
glance at’ is used twice (ch. 22, 62) to indicate slight reproach after a 
person has said something that had better been left unsaid.

Not looking straight at somebody may be an expression of disrespect 
or even anger, as in the idiom zhengyän ye bü kän (ch. 24,
25, 27, 35, and - with qiao Ul instead of kan - 67) or bü nå zhengyän 
qiäo (ch. 117). -Similar emotions may be expressed by the
idiom yänpir ye bü tdi ‘not even lift one’s eyelids’ (ch
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K l) .  Note, however, that not daring to look straight at somebody expresses 
jp lh  extreme degree of respect, the feeling that one is not worthy of 
I  looking straight at something or someone, as when Jia Yun enters Jia 
 ̂ Baoyu’s quarters ch. 26). To look at somebody with

||ä'Sideglance ice mu ér shi ch. 2) expresses a combination of
i|fe a r and hate, though in this case real glances may not be involved at 
Ifp l, since the expression is mostly used metaphorically, 
wife Half-closed eyes usually indicates sleepiness or drunkenness, but 

sometimes also erotic arousal, as with xmg le yån f § T Ü  in chapter 12 
I  and miexie zhe yån in chapter 47.
M i l ; ' -
j |&  Frowning
:;^In Chinese literature, the brows are conceived as almost as expressive 
V as the eyes, and the two are often mentioned together. The most common 

expression involves frowning or knitting one’s brows: zhdu méi WiM or
I . These two idioms seem to refer to one and the samei .  ,| |  cu m e i__

physical reaction, but the emotional content is not always the same. 
I Both may express, and usually do express, worry. In addition, however, 
fl.zhdu méi WiM may express dislike or disgust, as when Grandmother Jia 
| | i s  presented with dumplings with crab stuffing in chapter 41. The idiom 

méi IDH, on the other hand, may express strong anger, as when 
Qingwen is filled with rage over Zhui’er’s. theft of a bracelet in chapter 

||C:52. Another idiom, li méi TIM ‘raise one’s brows’, expresses anger, as 
p in  the expression li méi ekin  mū U M  Ilī il ‘raise one’s eyes and stare 
|t.angrily’ (ch. 7).

pli People who like or love each other may send expressive glances at
|Keach other, involving both the eyes and the brows: méi läi yån qu 

" l5fe lit. ‘brows come eyes go’ (ch. 69, 72) and j ī  méi ndng yån 
I ‘Squeeze brows and play with eyes’ (ch. 9 twice, with the variants

f

J  ndng méi j ī  yån j ī  yän ndng méi and j ī  bi ndng
see above).

; 4* Pouting one ’s lips
I  -The mouth is also an expressive part of the face. I have already mentioned 
Ü how Xue Pan’s erotic arousal and eager anticipation makes him open
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his mouth while staring around IS ch. 47). Persons who,,
want to express scorn or disapproval may protrude their lower lip whil 
the comers of their mouth point downwards (pie as in —f#ch. 
80, M  ch. 91). In face of a false accusation a servant is‘said to
pout his lips (juē le zui ch. 19).

Pouting one’s lips as a signal (nu zui(r) also written
JE and in some editions Üf IÜ) may be done as a way of pointing thes 
direction, usually combined with the coverbs wång f å  or xiång |ép.

wång wū lī nū zuīr f å  Ji 
room’ (ch. 89) 

xiång nei nu, zuīr

‘pointing her lips towards the 

! JE ‘pointing inside with her lips’ (ch. 7)

In such cases, westerners would usually use the index finger, or, less 
often, the eyes. Other instances of nu $§  used to point out the direction 
are found in chapters 8, 36, 67, and 109.

Pouting one’s lips may also, however, be used as a signal that there 
is something going on in the situation that the recipient of the signal, 
may not be aware of. In most cases, the signal implies a request to stop > 
from saying or doing something. In chapter 96, Lin Daiyu enters Jia 
Baoyu’s quarters and asks if he is home. Baoyu’s maid Xiren is about 
to answer when Daiyu’s maid Zijuan (standing behind Daiyu) pouts her 
mouth in Xiren’s direction (ftffiiī:^1# JE), points her finger at Daiyu .. 
and waves her hand. Although Xiren does not understand what is going 
on, she understands enough to refrain from answering. Other instances 
of nu I?  used to indicate that something more is going on are found in 
chapters 64, 82,96, and 109 (written t$0- 5

5. Sticking one’s tongue out
Within the mouth, the tongue may be stuck out as an expressive gesture. 
The verb tu iJfc is used to refer to such a gesture when it expresses 
astonishment or fear (ch. 33 [some editions only], 41, 82, 102, 104) 
The verb shēn #  is used to refer to more or less the same gesture when 
it expresses a feeling of relief at having been able to escape an awkward 
or awful situation (ch. 23, 30, 55 twice). The verb tu St mostly goes
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with the literary noun shé $  ‘tongue’, while the verb shin  #  mostly 
goes with the colloquial noun shétou fü g t ‘tongue’. But there is also 
one instance of tu. le shétour SfcT1§ 5lJE  (ch. 82) and one instance of 
shin shé (ch. 55). I am not sure if there is any difference in the 
actual gesture referred to by the two verbs.

6,,Grinding and gnashing one’s teeth
The teeth may be brought together in a close, locked position. To what 
extent this gesture actually has an expressive function depends on whether 
or not it is visible to outsiders.

There are two collocations referring to this gesture, yäo yd and 
qié chi Sometimes they occur together, sometimes on their own. 
Again, I do not know if there is any difference in the actual gesture 
referred to by the two expressions, but they do differ in their emotional 
content. The expression qié chi W É! (ch. 97), including the collocation 
yäo yd qié chi (ch. 57, 99, 103), is always used in connection
with a strong sense of hatred, as for instance when Lin Daiyu and her 
maids believe Jia Baoyu to have willingly gone off to marry Xue Baochai 
and left Daiyu to die on her own (ch. 97, 99).

The expression yäo yd on the other hand, may be used in 
connection with less severe angry reactions, as when Jia Lian’s concubine 
Ping’er scolds him, not without a tint of playfulness, for having cheated 
her (ch. 21). In addition, yäo yd may be used to indicate strong 
determination, either in connection with attempts to endure pain (ch. 
34), refusal to do something ch. 12, ch.

ch. 74), or single-minded anger (as when Jian 
Zheng almost beats his son to death ch. 33).

Biting one’s lips (yäo zhe zuichün W  ch. 25) indicates a 
feeling of being wrongly accused, while biting one’s tongue (yäo shé 

.. fü ch. 33) indicates fear. I,

I, 7. Turning one’s face
.. The face as a whole may be turned in different directions by simple 

muscular activity in the neck. In one passage, Jia Baoyu turns his head 
** upwards while laughing loudly ch. 119). In another passage,
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a powerful mandarin turns his head upwards to show that he is not 
interested in ordinary conversation ch. 105). When a
diviner lets his beard point upwards ch. 102) after having
pronounced his divination, this probably also has to do with an upward 
movement of the head, maybe as a sign of self-content. Turning one’s 
head away (ffiM“ '£9: ch. 31, fitsålÉ  (ch. 68 [only some editions], H  
U M  ch. 85) usually expresses some kind of rejection or disbelief. 
Lowering one’s head (and, in most cases, not saying a word) may 
indicate reflection ch. 101), embarrassment (&TTIÉ ’ IÉ7
Sf ch. 46), tearfulness ’ ffiSlT-fo ch. 28), or fear ( ^ i B #
'Ud®®* ’ f tß S tö S fc c h .  33).

5. Covering one*? face
The kinds of muscular activity discussed so far affect only one part of 
the body or a pair of body parts such as the upper and the lower eyelids. 
But there is also muscular activity that affects two different body parts, 
one of which is the face or a part of the face, while the other is usually : 
one or both hands. For instance, stroking one’s face {mo zhe U&n W M  
M  ch. 104 [only some editions]) seems to signify reflection, as does 
stroking one’s cheeks {mā zhe sāt ch. 30, supporting one’s
cheeks with the hands {tud zhe sāi(jiā) ch. 57, 81), pinching
one’s beard {niän xū f e l l  ch. 17 three times, 105) and twisting one’s 
beard {niü xü f ä f f  ch. 120).

Covering one’s face (with the hands, the sleeves or a handkerchief) 
may be expressed using four different idioms:

gāi lion (ch. 19, 46,47, 80) 
wo Han U M  (ch. 52 twice, 74) 
zhē Mān JÉM (ch. 25, 26) 
yån miån M ®  (ch. 3, 5, 6, 30, 35)

There seems to be a tendency that the classical phrase ydw miån Mi® is 
used when the emphasis is on laughter or especially crying (with or 
without embarrassment), whereas the colloquial phrases gåi lian ŪM , 
wo M n  U M , and zhē liån 5ĒM  are used to indicate embarrassment
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(sometimes accompanied by tears and anger). In this latter case, the 
main point by covering one’s face is to hide one’s embarrassment, 
furthermore, gåi Hāri U M  can be used metaphorically, and the phrase 
jiä gåi zhü le Hāri lit. ‘the wine covered the face’ (ch. 47,
cf: also ch. 80) is not to be interpreted literally, but means something 
like ‘his drunkenness made him shameless’.

9. Covering one ’s mouth
Covering one’s mouth (usually with the hands) may be expressed using 
two different idioms:

wd zui M M  (ch. 31 [some editions have yän m ī M ^i], 36,97) 
yän fcowMP (ch. 12, 32, 36 twice, 57)

The colloquial phrase wo zuī is only used in cases where a person 
wants to suppress her own laughter, while the classical phrase yaw köu 
M O is used in cases where a person suddenly stops saying what he or 
she ;is about to say, in only one case involving laughter. Again, it is 
unclear whether there is any difference in the actual gestures involved.

UNSPECIFIED FACIAL SIGNALS

In many cases, however, only the emotion lying behind the facial 
expression is made explicit, not the actual expression. This has already 
been mentioned in the discussion of se 'Éi lit. ‘colour’ above. Many 
terms with rong #  ‘face’ are of this type: hérong f ū #  ‘with a calm 
and harmonious expression’ (ch. 68), nüröng ‘with an angry 
expression’ (ch. 119). In such cases, the only information given about 
facial signals lies in the simple fact that the emotion referred to can be 
read oh the person’s face. This is done even more explicitly in expressions 
containing the words miån ®  and liån M ‘face’:

jiāochēn mān miån ‘flirtish grumbling covering her face’
(ch. 21)

mān liån nusé ‘with an angry expression all over the face’
(ch. 35)
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yi lian nusé — ‘wi t h an angry expression all over the face'

(ch. 77)
miån shång jiē  you déyi zhizhuång ‘all of them,

had a pleased expression on their faces’ (ch. 16) 
liån shång xiücän få? h H 'jSy ‘with an embarrassed expression’ (ch.

107)
Han j i  Bst®; ‘with a distressed expression’ (ch. 99 twice)

Sometimes the location of the facial signal is specified further, as with 
the grief and worry expressed through the brows (chéu méi ‘worried 
brows’ ch. 27, 57, 62, 63) or the happiness or anger showing on the

ch. 16; wēi sāi dåi nū ‘the small cheeks carrying anger’
23).

Chinese way of perceiving the face and its expressive aspects.
First, the novel makes it clear beyond doubt that the various parts of 

the face are construed as belonging to three basic categories: the face 
proper, organs located in the face, and hair located in the face.

and unconventional characters, and the stunning beauty of most of the 
young characters is expressive of their powerful characters. In some 
cases, however, the connection between appearance and personality is 
explicitly denied, most notably in the case of the cruel, but pretty woman 
Xia Jingui.

Third, the novel makes full use of the fact that facial expression 
reflects emotions. Although The Story o f the Stone is considered to be 
richer in psychological description than most traditional Chinese novels,

cheeks (xiqi ying sāi ‘happy expression filling the cheeks’

T h e  E x p r e s s iv e  F a c e

1
To sum up, The Story o f the Stone has a lot to tell us about the pre-modern

Second, the novel indicates that the connection between appearance 
on the one hand and personality and fate on the other has some validity, 
but certainly cannot be trusted. With regard to fate, Lin Daiyu’s frowning 
brows correctly anticipate her early death, while the willow-leaf brows 
of Wang Xlfeng seem to promise a success that her early death belies. 
With regard to personality, Jia Baoyu’s limpid eyes and Lin Daiyu’s 
frowning brows and passionate eyes are expressive of their emotional
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_e authors only seldom relate directly what goes on in the minds of the 
characters. Most of the time, they refer to mental processes primarily by 

ascribing their facial (and sometimes bodily) reflections.28

PEERED TERMS

One problem left for further discussion is the pairing of terms that refer 
to more or less the same muscular activity, but which are associated 
with different emotions:

1. Knitting one’s brows: 

f i p d u  méi WiM
Ū P Ā  ĀM

2. Sticking one’s tongue out:

  shēn shétou p ī 
%'• tu shé C± cf

Pressing one’s teeth together: 

t. yåo ydlF^Jf

I I I  " ‘
( qié chitfJM  

4. Covering one’s face:

gai lian i  

yån miån

5, Covering one’s mouth: 

wd zu iM  R-Ü
yån kou få  D

?, wo liän M M , zhē lian

- worry; disgust
- worry; anger

- relief
- astonishment; fear

- strong determination; 
anger

- hatred

embarrassment 
laughing or crying

  suppression of laughter 
discontinuation of 
speech

. .  28 Cf. W ang M eng (1990:36) on “descr iption of mental tr aces”
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One of the distinctions to be noted here regards style. The first term in 
each pair is more colloquial than the second. In the first pair, the verb 
zhdu M. is colloquial, while the verb cil 3§ is literary. In the second 
pair, the verb shēn #  is mostly followed by the colloquial form shétou 
ĪÜifgÜ, while tu çh is mostly followed by the literary form she 1§\ In the 
third pair, yäo yä  is a live verb-object construction (cf. yao ding 
yå ch. 12, 46, 74, yäo zhe yd ch. 30, 33, 34, 97), while
qié ek ī W M  is a fixed and indivisible literary expression. The same 
distinction holds for gai liån jUftt (cf. gai zhü le liän lifåT5É? ch. 46), 
wo liän jUftß (cf. wd qi liån ch. 52 twice) and zhē liän (cf. hä
liän zhē zhe ch. 25, zhē le liän H T S śk ch. 26) vs. yän miån
U t®  (indivisible). In the fifth pair, the main distinction lies in the status 
of zui HÜ, which is highly colloquial, vs. kou  ,  which is more literary.

One possibility is that the literary expressions have survived from an 
earlier language stage along with the specific emotional connotations 
commonly attached to them at that stage, while the colloquial expressions 
have been added later to refer to the same gestures when they signal 
other emotions. If this is true, both terms in each pair refer to the same 
gesture.

It may also be that our corpus is too small to draw valid conclusions 
about such fine distinctions. If our corpus were larger, maybe the pattem 
would turn out to be less clear.

The possibility remains, however, that the terms within each pair 
refer not only to different emotions, but also to slightly different gestures.

COMPARATIVE ASPECTS

To what extent are the expressive aspects of facial features universal, 
and to what extent are they determined by the culture in which they 
occur? Are Chinese faces expressive in the same way as Western faces? 
This topic has been touched upon, but not discussed in a systematic 
way. Tentatively, I would like to suggest the following differences 
between traditional China, as seen through The Story o f the Stone, and 
modem Western culture as known today:

1. The tripartite distinction of the face into the face proper, organs in 
the face and hair in the face probably makes sense both to westerners 
and Chinese, From a Western point of view, however, the distinction 
may seem arbitrary, while in traditional Chinese culture it is clearly



alive as one of the bases for the parallellism frequently found in 
descriptions of appearance and facial expressions.

: 2. Everyday Chinese has a term for the vertical cleft running from the 
nose to the upper lip (rénzhong A 4 3), while everyday English does 
not and has to resort to the academic term philtrum.

3. Chinese culture seems to be more concerned with eyebrows than 
Western culture. The brows are important in descriptions of appearance

• as well as facial expressions, and they are highly expressive. One 
reason for this difference may be that modem Western culture is, to

;; a large extent, shaped by people with blonde hair and therefore less 
visible eyebrows than what is usual among Chinese.

SPAVv:'.'jlø--:-:;'.:'.
4. The eyelashes, however, are not mentioned at all in The Story o f the 

Stone. While there are certainly many Western novels that do not
; mention eyelashes either, this is quite remarkable when compared 

with the detailed attention The Story o f the Stone gives to other 
aspects of the area within and around the eyes. Again, the explanation 
is probably racial, since the eyelashes of the Mongoloid race tend to 
be shorter than those of the Caucasian race, and they are often hidden 
behind heavy eyelids.

5. The choice of beauty as an almost exclusive focus of description, 
while by no means unknown in the West, is a typical Chinese feature. 
This sometimes leaves Western readers with the impression that even 
the best of Chinese literature balances a little too heavily in the 
direction of kitsch.

6. On the other hand, the ugly sage is also a Chinese rather than a 
Western character, though he has much in common with the clown 
as well as the blind man with a deeper vision often found in Western 
drama. 7 *

7. As far as I can tell, the extremely formalised nature of descriptions 
of appearance (and, to a much lesser extent, of facial expressions) is
completely alien to Western literature.. Western languages do not 
have an entity similar to the Chinese four-character expression. Nor
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do they have the approximate correspondence between morpheme 
and syllable that lies at the bottom of Chinese syllable-by-syllable 
parallellism. More importantly, however, Western descriptions of 
appearance and facial expressions simply tend to be more realistic' 
and less susceptible to the stylised rigour often met with in Chinese 
literature. As we have seen, even a so-called realistic novel like The 
Story o f the Stone hardly ever finds occasion to describe persons 
whose appearance is below average. In this respect, the point is not 
to be realistic, but to celebrate the beauty of whatever is (or once 
was) beautiful. Descriptions of appearance axe almost like poems 
written on the occasion of such celebrations. Hence the rigourous 
formal requirements.

8. The ideals of beauty exposed by The Story o f the Stone may not have 
been representative of mid-18th century Chinese society as a whole. 
Modem Western ideals of beauty also differ a lot from country to 
country, from generation to generation, and from one group or even 
individual to another. It does make sense, however, to ask to which 
extent we can recognise some of the ideals presented by the novel in 
modem Western culture at all. For instance, it is hard to find a 
modern Western ideal corresponding to the notion that the most 
beautiful face a young boy can have is one that is as round as the 
mid-autumn moon. The pinkness or whiteness of what were considered 
to be beautiful faces might easily be seen as unhealthy paleness by 
modem westerners accustomed to beach holidays and sun-tan, though 
in this case the Chinese ideals are quite close to those of 19th-century 
Europe. The femininity of Jia Baoyu and many other male characters 
(with strongly red lips and wet, emotional eyes) may seem repulsive 
to many modem westerners, though hardly more so than Michael 
Jackson, who has certainly also been admired by many. And while 
Lin Daiyu’s sickly appearance clearly appeals less to modern 
westerners than to 18th- and 19th-century Chinese, some of the less 
healthy and more desperate idols of the rock world may be at least 
remotely related to her, as may the ultra-thin model Twiggy from the 
1960s. 9

9. Charles Darwin was certainly right that changes of face colour tend 
to be universal, since they, are too instinctive to be learned. The red \
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* face colour associated with embarrassment, for instance, is common 
'>to The Story o f the Stone and modem Western culture. Cultural 
^'concepts relating to these changes, however, may differ. While 
- blushing is often described as turning “red and swollen” (hongzhmg 
; UŚĪ) or even “violet and swollen” (zizhang by Chinese, the 
swollenness is mostly overlooked by westerners. It is also interesting 
to note that both Chinese and Western culture may perceive an angry 
face as “red” (höng &E), “white” (bäi Ö) and “green” (qīng W). The 

' association between greenness and anger is not strong in either culture 
and is undoubtedly hyperbolic rather than descriptive. The colour 
most often associated with anger in The Story o f the Stone, however, 
is “yellow” (huång St), which is probably based on the colour of the 

’ skin of the Mongoloid race and never seems to be associated with 
anger in the W est

lO.The basic instinctive reactions associated with smiling and laughter 
are probably more or less the same across cultures. Learning to smile 
and laugh properly, however, is also a cultural process, resulting in 

,, certain variations from one culture to another. To modem westerners, 
smiling with one’s lips pressed together (mm zui ®!$f) looks forced 
and unnatural, while in traditional China this was the ideal, at least 
for young women, who were not supposed to expose their teeth. The 
enormous amount of polite smiles found in The Story o f the Stone 
also reflects a cultural difference, and one that still exists, as many 
Western accounts of the “smiling Chinese” may bear witness to. In 
addition to such differences in actual behaviour, there is also a 
difference in perception. Westerners tend to see smiling and laughter 

- as two different (though related) phenomena and have no common 
term for the two, while both traditional and modem Chinese tend to 

, see them as variations of the same activity and do not have this 
terminological dichotomy at all.

U.There are a number of other differences between Chinese and Western 
facial expressions. Westerners consider it childish to protrude the 
lower lip while the corners of the mouth point downwards (pie zui 

to express scorn or discontent. Pouting the lips (nu zui 
to point the way is hardly seen in the West. Sticking the tongue out 
(tu shé Ri für) to express astonishment or fear is highly uncommon,
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though sticking the tongue out to express relief (shēn shétou # T § It)  
seems a bit less alien. Finally, covering one’s face to hide one’s 
embarrassment seems much more common in Chinese culture than 
in Western culture.
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